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The nuclear landscape provides possibly the richest set of data that can be
collected for quantum systems, displaying many varying features. The lack
of a complete nuclear theory has resulted in a fragmentation of the theories
used to describe isolated sections of observables in the landscape of nuclear
excitations. A recent model proposed that a tetrahedral deformation could
explain observed low-lying, negative parity bands characterized by a lack of
in-band electromagnetic transitions.
For this work, experimental data has been collected specifically to quantify
the intensities of the “missing” in-band transitions for several nuclei in the




66Dy). While these in-band transitions
appear suppressed, it was possible to not only observe some of these transi-
tions, but to quantify the suppression, which indicate a consistency within
the band structure between low and medium spin states. An order of magni-
tude difference was observed in the B(E2)/B(E1) branching ratios between
the odd-spin and the even-spin octupole vibrational bands in 158Dy and 160Er.
This difference is consistent with that reported in other nuclei in the region,
which is indicative of some shared reason for this behaviour.
The theoretical aspect of this work tries to explain the observed anomalies
in terms of the Random Phase Approximation model. Results of calcula-
tions suggest that in the intrinsic frame, the negative signature collective
modes will have significantly stronger absolute B(E1) rates than the positive
signature band partners. By considering a quadrupole deformation of these
vibrational states as consistent with the ground state band, the B(E2) rates
can be estimated, and the theoretical value for the B(E2)/B(E1) branching
ratio is shown to be qualitatively consistent with experimental observations.
From this we conclude that the negative parity vibrational bands in the mass
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The field of nuclear physics has its roots at the beginning of the 20th century.
Rutherford discovered the existence of an atomic nucleus in 1911, but it was
not until the discovery and identification of the neutron 20 years later that
the study of the atomic nuclei truly began.
The atomic nucleus has been found to be a bound state of an integral number
of protons and neutrons. These nucleons are individually well understood as
spin 1
2
fermions which obey the Pauli exclusion principle. The existence of
bound states of charged protons, without the countering effect of any negative
charges in the nucleus, implies the presence of another force, strong enough
to overpower the electromagnetic repulsion between the protons. The strong
nuclear force has been discovered, but has to this day not been completely
understood.
1.1 Single particle models
The Yukawa potential was the first attempt at an explanation of the nuclear
force, with a massive boson (π) mediating the interaction between nucleons.











it has however been found that a nucleon-nucleon potential alone cannot
account for the richness of nuclear physics.
Towards the end of the 1940s, significant progress was being made in the de-
velopment of the nuclear shell model.1 By modifying the spin-orbit coupling
observed in atomic physics, the model had been able to explain the ‘magic
numbers’ of nuclear physics, which result in nuclei with particular N or Z be-
ing particularly stable/abundant. By considering the protons and neutrons
separately, and adding the nucleons in the lowest ‘orbitals’, consistent with
the Pauli exclusion principle, the empirically observed magic numbers could
be explained as shell gaps. While the model has been successful, the original
iteration worked with a spherically symmetric potential, and it is therefore
only accurate for nuclei with near-spherical shapes.
By observing excited states of nuclei, it has become apparent that most nu-
clei do not in fact conform to the spherical shape, but exhibit some form
of deformation. The deformed shell model, developed by Nilsson [1], has
proven to be a highly successful framework. In the Nilsson model the nu-
cleus is assumed to have a quadrupole deformation, and the energies of the
orbital levels depend on the orientation of the total angular momentum of
the individual nucleons relative to the nuclear deformation.
1.2 Collective models
In a parallel development, rather than trying to derive the nuclear force
from first principles, it was realized that collective descriptions of nuclear
matter (particularly for high A) may provide a simpler understanding of the
behaviour of nuclei. Developed by Weizsäcker in 1935, the semi-empirical
mass formula (SEMF) presented an approximation for the nuclear binding
energy in nuclear matter. It had been observed that the average binding
energy per nucleon is approximately constant for most stable nuclei (usually












in the 7-8 MeV range) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. From this it was inferred that the
nuclear force is short ranged (interactions are limited to nearest neighbours),
and therefore the SEMF is a sum of a volume term (proportional to A),
a surface term (A2/3, for the nuclei not fully surrounded by others), and a
Coulomb term for proton repulsion, with the weighting parameters fitted to
reproduce the data. In addition, an asymmetry penalty term is included, as
justified by the Pauli principle, as well as an empirical pairing term, which
comes about from odd-even asymmetry.
The SEMF reproduces the general binding energies of nuclei near stability,
but it does not provide any information about the particular configuration
of the nucleons, or about the nuclear excitation modes available. Indeed,
given that the coefficient of the surface term is a fitted constant, the SEMF
implicitly approximates all nuclear shapes as constant (spherical). This ap-
proximation has to be abandoned for more accurate nuclear models.
1.3 Nuclear deformations
As mentioned in the previous section, the nuclear force appears to be short-
ranged and individual nucleons behave as incompressible, hence the ‘volume’
of the nucleus is directly proportional to the number of nucleons (A) it con-
tains. The nucleus is, of course, a quantum system, and it will not have a
sharp spatial cut-off in the mass distribution, so a classical volume cannot be
defined, but this is the natural first approximation to make. In addition one
can assume the nuclear matter to form a compact set, and therefore that it
can be described completely in terms of its surface only.
The most general surface expansion can be written as
R(θ, φ, t) = R0
[
(1 + ∆(θ, φ, t)
]
, (1.1)
where the R0 represents the spherical approximation, and, for most defor-











tion are usually taken to be separable, so that the rotations/vibrations of
a deformed system can be created through a modulation of a single spatial















with constants αλµ. As the nuclear radius has to be real, by invoking
symmetry under charge conjugation, as well as rotational invariance [3],
the parameters αλµ must transform like spherical tensors, and additionally
α∗λµ = (−1)µαλ −µ. The implication is that in the set of 2λ + 1 parameters
αλµ there are 2λ+ 1 independent degrees of freedom: αλ0 has to be real, and
every αλµ can have real and imaginary parts for µ = 1 . . . λ.
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of various multipole deformations. The
deformations are done for pure αλ0 states, with λ = 1, ..., 4. The various curves
show the nuclear cross-section with αλ0 = 0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6.
The monopole deformation, (λ = 0), corresponds to a change in the radius
of the nucleus, and therefore in the volume. A monopole vibration would
correspond to a breathing mode, which, due to the high energies necessary
for nuclear compression, need not be considered at normal energies. The
dipole mode (λ = 1), at first order, corresponds to a translation of the
nucleus, rather than actual deformation, and will generally be ignored when
describing nuclear shapes.
The quadrupole (λ = 2) modes, being the lowest order non-trivial deforma-
tions (figure 1.1), turn out to be the most prevalent form of deformation ob-











Octupole (λ = 3) modes are also commonly observed in nuclear excitations,
where the asymmetric shape manifests as negative parity bands.
The higher deformation modes have, so far, not been inferred to exist as
pure states. For high values of λ the scale of surface deformations decreases,
and stops being a plausible representation of the nucleus, whose surface is
ultimately described in terms of its constituent nucleons. The λ = 4 modes
are often included for mixing with quadrupole deformed nuclei, and the λ = 6
modes may also be included when describing octupole deformations.
1.3.1 Quadrupole deformations
It has been experimentally verified that the ground states of most even-even
nuclei are deformed. The nuclei tend to exhibit a non-zero quadrupole mo-
ment, which is associated with a non-zero quadrupole deformation (possibly
with other harmonics as well). A pure quadrupole deformation can be written
as








where α2 +2 = α2 −2 and α2 +1 = α2 −1. By converting to Cartesian coordi-
nates, and considering a rotation of the nucleus to its intrinsic frame [3], the
5 independent parameters can be understood in physical terms:
• a0 ≡ α20, stretches the nuclear z axis with relation to the x and y axes,
• a2 ≡ α2±2, stretches the nuclear x axis relative to the y axis,
• three Euler angles, defining the rotation of the nuclear intrinsic axes,
in relation to the lab frame.
A different method of parameterization was introduced by A. Bohr [8] as:
a0 = β cos γ and a2 =
1√
2











where the factor of 1√
2
was chosen such that
∑
|αλµ|2 = a20 + 2a22 = β2 is in-
variant. This polar analogue for quadrupole deformations has been accepted
as the most convenient way of describing nuclear shapes.
The β-γ plot can be considered as an analog of the polar plot, although there
is a complication in the non-uniqueness of individual points. A positive β
with γ = 0 corresponds to an elongation of the z axis of a nucleus – termed
a prolate shape. As γ is increased, the nucleus becomes tri-axial, as the
x axis grows at the expense of the z, until (at γ = 60◦) the two axes are
equal, with the y axis shorter – this is termed an oblate shape. Increasing
γ then continues to deform the nucleus, although it does not correspond to
unique surface shapes, but rather cycles through the possible orientations in
space. There are 3! = 6 ways of setting up the axes, hence only the region
0 ≤ γ ≤ 60◦ need be considered.
Figure 1.2: The β-γ plane, divided into the six equivalent regions [3]. Prolate
nuclei have β > 0, γ = 0◦, while oblate nuclei have β < 0 and γ = 0◦.
For axially symmetric nuclei (γ = 0◦) of mass AM and average radius R0, the
macroscopic quantities (moment of inertia and intrinsic quadrupole moment)



















The values of I and Q0 can be experimentally inferred through the structure
of rotational bands and transition rates, which in turn allow one to infer the
quadrupole deformation parameters of the nuclei.
1.3.2 Octupole deformations
Due to the pairing of nucleon spins, the ground state spin-parity of even-
even nuclei is always found to be Jπ = 0+, and given that the parity of a
Ylm spherical harmonic is (−1)l, this excludes the octupole shape from the
ground state configurations. To create an octupole vibrational band, the
configuration of the contained nucleonic matter needs to be rearranged, so
octupole bands can only exist as nuclear excitations.
A rotational or vibrational structure can then be superimposed upon the
octupole excited state. As local excitations of nuclear structures preserve
the state’s parity, and for electric transitions the photon that carries angular
momentum l has parity (−1)l, one can ex-
pect low lying octupole bands to have spin
structures 1−, 3−, 5−, . . . , or 2−, 4−, 6−, . . . ,
and indeed this is often observed. These
structures are generally assumed to be Y30
deformed.
However, upon close inspection it was found
that while some nuclei display this aforemen-
tioned structure, they also exhibit a suppres-
sion of the in-band transitions. Based on
theoretical calculations, Dudek [9, 10, 11]
proposed that the negative parity bands
might be representative of a Y32 deformation,
rather than Y30, which would result in the
nucleus having a tetrahedral deformation.
Figure 1.3: The spectrum
of 156Gd, showing lack of in-
band transitions in the odd












While the quadrupole deformations can be interpreted in direct, spatial
terms, the same is not true for octupole deformations. Sufficient understand-
ing can be derived from the shapes of the spherical harmonics themselves:
Figure 1.4: Parametric plots of the Y30, Y31, Y32 and Y33 spherical harmonics.
Figure 1.5: Shapes associated with pure octupole deformations, with
R(θ, φ) = 1 + 0.25Y3i(θ, φ), for i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
The Y30 associated deformation creates a pear -shape, while the Y31 and Y33
modes involve squashing the nucleus onto a plane and deforming it as in fig-
ure 1.1. The Y32 term involves a modulation with four preferred directions,
as associated with the vertices of a tetrahedron. The predicted tetrahedral
deformation [9, 11], is an appealing notion, as it is correlated with the Td
symmetry group. However, in order to realize a tetrahedral shape, the de-
formation will need to be a pure Y32 state, with no quadrupole deformations.
This in turn would imply a suppression of E2 transitions, which had already











Further calculations [9, 10] have suggested that, at certain tetrahedral de-
formations, the single particle energies exhibit ‘shell gaps’, much like the
spherical shell model. The existence of these shell gaps suggests searching
for tetrahedrally deformed nuclei with both Z and N near the ‘magic num-
bers’. One such region is the rare-earths, with (Z,N) ∼ (70, 90).
Figure 1.6: Single particle proton energies in a Woods-Saxon potential [12].
However, an experiment to study low-lying states in 16070Yb90 was performed
at iThemba LABS recently, and the inferred nuclear quadrupole moment
(and deformation) was found to disagree with the tetrahedral prediction [13].
Furthermore, calculations of the branching ratios between the in-band and
out-of-band transitions showed a distinct staggering between the odd and
even spin octupole bands (figure 1.7). The staggering is consistent with that
observed for several Gd isotopes.
1.4 Objectives and structure of thesis
The purpose of this study is to further explore the low-spin structure of nuclei











level has been reassigned to 5, and placed in band 5,
while the level at 1358 keV, assigned as 2þ in -decay
work [16,17] is now assigned 3, based on the DCO ratio
of the 1115 keV transition.
For 154Gd, due to the high statistics of the present
measurement [10] compared to earlier works [18], an
even-spin, negative-parity band has now been identified,
linked to the odd-spin candidate by I ! I  1 transitions,
with many weak in-band E2 transitions being observed for
the first time. Their levels, along with those of bands 5 and
6 of 160Yb, are compared to the tetrahedral candidate
identified by Dudek et al. [4] in 156Gd, and with a similar
even-spin band in that nucleus [19], in Fig. 2.
We call the even-spin bands ‘‘partners’’ of the odd-spin
tetrahedral candidates, as they exist in all three nuclei with
a signature splitting relative to the odd-spin bands of less
than 500 keV, share similar bandhead energies and align-
ments ( 2 and 3@ for the even and odd-spin bands,
respectively) and as indicated by our DCO and PA data,
are linked to the odd-spin bands by I ! I  1 transitions
with large mixing-ratios (jj> 5). The bands are crossed
by two-quasiparticle (QP) bands, (triangles), identified
with the cranked shell model (CSM) [20] configuration
AF in 154Gd [21], and in 160Yb, with the CSM configura-
tions AE, AF (bands 3 and 4) [13] and presumably AH, AG
(bands 1 and 2). A close inspection of the odd-spin se-
quences (especially in =ð2Þ or ix), in all cases shows evi-
dence of another common feature: a subtle crossing
beginning near spin 13 (indicated by arrows). In Fig. 3,
the BðE2Þ=BðE1Þ values reveal further similarities. The
decays from the odd-spin states are all typically less than
105 fm2 while the values for the even-spin states are up to a
factor of 50 higher. Although there is a difference in mo-
ment of inertia between 160Yb and the Gd isotopes, we
conclude that we deal with the same structure in all three
nuclei.
Coulomb excitation measurements of 154Gd by
Sugawara et al. [7] have determined a large deformation
for the tetrahedral candidate (which they assigned as a
K ¼ 0 octupole band), of  ¼ 0:4. This would appear
to preclude the tetrahedral interpretation, but other mea-
surements are desirable because when the present
BðE2Þ=BðE1Þ values for 154Gd are combined with
Sugawara et al.’s BðE1; 0þg ! 1K¼0Þ ¼ 130 mWu value,
to obtain the transition quadrupole moment QtT of the
proposed tetrahedral band, unrealistically large Qt values
of between 24 and 40 eb result.
To obtain other estimates of QtT for the tetrahedral
candidates or their even-spin partners, we analyze the
band crossings in 160Yb and 154Gd. With a knowledge of
E2 branching ratios and the energies of the initial and final
states, simple two-band mixing calculations [22,23] can be
performed to determine the relative Qts of the crossing
bands, or absolute Qts if the Qt of one of the bands is
known. In the case of 160Yb, Fewell et al. [24] have
performed lifetime measurements and determined Qts for
the two-QP bands 3 and 4. Fortuitously, the tetrahedral
candidate, band 5, crosses band 4 between spins 9 and 11,
while its even-spin partner, band 6, consecutively crosses
bands 3 and 1 between spins 8 and 10 (Fig. 2). As three
bands are involved in the latter crossing, we adopt a
multiple-band mixing model similar to that described in
Ref. [25]. The energies of unperturbed bands, with wave
functions iðIÞ, are parametrized using a variable moment
of inertia (VMI) [26] expression given by
eðIÞ ¼ e0 þ 12Cð=I =0Þ2 þ ðI  ixÞðI ix þ 1Þ=2=I;
FIG. 2 (color online). Energies of band members in 154Gd,
156Gd [19], and 160Yb, less a rigid-rotor reference, vs spin.
FIG. 3 (color online). BðE2; I ! I  2Þ=BðE1; I ! I  1Þ
(filled symbols) and BðE2; I ! I  2Þ=BðE1; I ! IÞ (open sym-
bols) values for proposed tetrahedral bands. Data for 156Gd from
Ref. [19].





Figure 1.7: B(E2)/B(E1) ratios inferred for 160Yb, 154Gd and 156Gd, show-
ing anomalous behaviour between the odd and even spin octupole bands [13].
structure of the low-lying negative parity bands. Of particular interest is the
apparent anomaly observed between the excitation strengths of the odd- and
even-spin negative parity bands.
Chapter 2 will outline the relevant nuclear theoretical models which are suc-
cessful in the description of phenomena observed at low and medium excita-
tion energies. Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup, together with the
tools used to collect and analyze the experimental data. The next chapter
will contain results of the experiments, as well as a brief interpretation of the
observed bands in terms of their underlying configurations. The structure
of the negative-parity octupole bands will be discussed in detail in chapter
5, where the band energies and strengths will be compared to the results
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The field of physics can be considered one of the purest forms of science, in
that it attempts to explain the workings of the world around us. This in-
herently ambitious task is made even more daunting by the notion that any
model of an aspect of the physical world cannot be proved to be correct. At
best, a theoretical model can be used to make predictions, which may be veri-
fied experimentally. There is no guarantee that results of a future experiment
will not deviate from the theory; a deviation which may either be explained
through a refinement of the theory, or will necessitate the development of
new models.
The current physics theories are considered correct for the electromagnetic
and weak interactions, and general relativity is accepted, although it cannot
be reconciled with quantum mechanics. The Lagrangian of the strong inter-
action is considered known, although the complexity of the theory does not
allow the construction of solutions in nuclear physics. In order to explain the
behaviour of strongly interacting matter, experiments are performed to probe
nuclear matter across all energy scales (from thermal neutron induced reac-
tions to 7 TeV collisions at the LHC), and many models have been developed
to try and explain the observations.
In low-energy nuclear physics, dealing with bound systems of a fixed number











can be explained as an interplay between collective (rotations and vibrations)
and single-particle interactions. The models relevant to this work, with some
background will be discussed below.
2.1 Shell model
As the nuclear landscape was further explored, it was found that some atomic
nuclei exhibited resistance to excitations at low energy. Already in 1934 the
exceptional stability of 4He, 16O and 40Ca was established. In 1948, with the
development of accelerator systems, Mayer was able to deduce that nuclei
with 50 and 82 protons, or 50, 82 and 126 neutrons also exhibited stability
[14], which, combined with the naturally high abundance of tin and lead,
implied a special property, which has been termed magic. The inertness of
elements based on the number of electrons was well established from atomic
theory, and it was conjectured that the inertness of the nuclei was from the
closing of nuclear shells. The difficulty lay in the structure of the nuclear
interaction – the electrons lay in a −1
r
potential which could be explicitly
solved, but the nuclear potential was unknown.
By considering the motion of the nucleons inside the nucleus, Mayer and
Jensen inferred that the potential must be flat near r = 0, and that the












∣∣∣∣ for r → R. (2.1)
This is naturally satisfied by the square well, but that model implies no force
inside the nucleus, and infinitely strong forces at the surface. Another way
to satisfy the conditions (2.1), is to let (dV/dr) increase linearly with r, or
V (r) =
{
−V0[1− (r/R)2] for r < R,
0 for r > R.
(2.2)











an infinite square well, and an untruncated harmonic potential – for bound
states these changes modify the attenuation of the tails of the wavefunc-
tions, but should not overly affect the eigenvalues. The energy levels for the
isotropic oscillation are then [15]:





, N = 2(n − 1) + l, and the zero-point energy has been
neglected. The evenly spaced states in a harmonic oscillator, combined with
the state degeneracy, create a set of shells. The associated shell gaps occur
at 2, 8, 20, which agree with the lower magic numbers, but continue to 40,
70, 112 and 168, which do not exhibit magic properties.
--
--
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Fig. IV.I. Level system of the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator and 
the square well with infinitely high walls. 
oscillator shell consists of l = 2 and l = 0, i.e., 1d and 28. Each subse­
quent oscillator shell begins with l larger by 1 unit and contains all l 
values of the same parity down to the lowest one. 
The level sequence of the actual nucleus should be somewhere in be­
tween the square well and the harmonic oscillator. A rough estimate 
may be obtained by interpolating between these limits. This has been 
Figure 2.1: Mayer and Jensen’s level system of the harmonic oscillator,












The next, inspired, step was the realization that the splitting in atomic levels
depends not only on the quantum numbers n and l, but also on the spin-
orbit coupling term ~l · ~s, although the shifting of the orbital energies only
reproduces the magic numbers if the spin-orbit coupling favours the orbitals
with higher j, and the intermediate case behaviour can be reproduced by
flattening the potential through the inclusion of a term proportional to l2.
The addition of an l2 term would result in a narrowing of the shell-gaps, which
can be offset through a 〈l2〉N =
N(N+3)
2
term [1]. The modified oscillator
Hamiltonian can be written as
















A more accurate representation can be established through the use of a






, although it has the disad-
vantage of not having closed analytic solutions, unlike the modified oscillator.
2.2 Nilsson model
The existence of rotational bands in nuclei implies non-spherical nuclear
shapes. While it is possible to create deformed nuclei in a spherical po-
tential, the deformed nature will affect the single-particle energies based on
the quantum numbers of the orbitals, and this has to be incorporated into
an effective model.
The modified oscillator model lends itself to generalization fairly naturally – if
one was to allow the potential stiffness along the nuclear z-axis to be different
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where the anisotropy is introduced through the elongation parameter ε in-
















The vibrator frequency ω0(ε) is weakly dependent on ε, in order to preserve
the nuclear volume, and the elongation parameter satisfies ε = (ω⊥−ωz)/ω0.
2.2.1 The Nilsson parameterization
The parameter ε has a direct physical meaning. The equipotential surfaces
for a constant V are a set of points for which ω2⊥(x
2 +y2)+ω2zz
2 is a constant,





z2 = K, is the form of an ellipsoid, with x, y, z semi-axes
of 1, 1 and ω⊥
ωz


































so the deformation parameter ε is simply related to the eccentricity of the
ellipsoid. A positive ε corresponds to a prolate deformation, whereas a neg-
ative ε corresponds to an oblate deformation.
Likewise, one can consider the deformed Hamiltonian under perturbation
treatment. For small ε, one can write H = H0 + εh































x2 + y2 − 2z2
)
, (2.9)
where the bracket term can be recognized as having the form of the spherical













and this can be generalized to non-ellipsoidal nuclear shapes through the
inclusion of higher order Legendre polynomials Pλ and their associated ‘de-
formations’ ελ [1, 17], with the original ε ≡ ε2. The association can be made




















There is an ambiguity in the sign of the octupole deformation ε3, but it
is not often used. The nuclear shape is usually described simply by (ε, ε4)
parameterization.
To describe tri-axial shapes, it is customary to define an additional angle γ
(equivalent to the γ in equation (1.4) and figure 1.2) and define individual
harmonic frequencies as






































In the simple ellipsoidal deformation, the Nilsson Hamiltonian retains cylin-
drical symmetry, and the solutions can be obtained using cylindrical coordi-
nates. The loss of spherical symmetry and the establishment of a preferred
axis removes the energy degeneracy of orbitals with different magnetic sub-
states. States of equal j will have different projections onto the symmetry
axis, denoted Ω, the total angular momentum projection is denotedK =
∑
Ω
and the parity π. From quantum mechanics, an ellipsoidal nucleus can only
rotate if the angular momentum is orthogonal to the preferred axis, so for a
single-particle model K = Ω.
In the modified harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, with the oscillator potential
(2.10), the good quantum numbers of the single-particle orbitals turn out to
be the primary quantum number of the oscillator N , the number of nodes
in the z direction of the wavefunction nz, and the component of angular
momentum along the symmetry axis Λ, where |K − Λ| = 1
2
An exact solution can be derived in this system [1]. The energies


















indicate that each N shell will split into N +1 discrete states, with nz taking
all possible values from 0 to N .
2.2.3 Small ε expansion
The original shell model was shown to work for spherical shapes, so the terms
~l · ~s and l2 need also be included in the Nilsson Hamiltonian. The angular
momentum j is a good quantum number in the spherical case, and, as one
slowly adds a deformation, the residual interaction must remain fairly small.
As such, the quantum numbers N , nz and Λ remain essentially preserved, and











This implies that the unperturbed 2j+1 states of any orbital are going to split
into j+ 1
2
evenly spaced orbitals based on their asymptotic quantum number
nz. As the parameter ε gets larger, the interaction between orbitals causes
them to deviate from linearity, and a diagonalization becomes necessary to
find the energy solutions.
2.2.4 Nilsson diagrams
The most convenient way to visualize the physics underpinning the Nilsson
model is through single-particle diagrams. Starting with a region of interest,
the individual energies of every K[N, nz,Λ] orbital can be calculated as a
function of deformation ε and plotted. As every orbital can contain two
particles, by filling up the proton/neutron numbers, the Nilsson diagrams
(see figures 2.2 and 2.3) can provide fairly accurate information of the ground
state deformation of the nucleus, as well as information regarding low-energy
nuclear excitations based on altering the nucleon configuration in the nucleus.
In order to present a simple diagram while allowing for non-ellipsoidal shapes,
calculations are often performed with a non-zero hexadecapole deforma-
tion ε4. Mean field calculations [18] in the region Z ∼ 70, N ∼ 90 indicate
that ε4 < 0, hence the plots shown are for ε4 = −ε22/6. The energy scale is
in Nilsson’s ‘natural’ units of ~ω0 ≡ 41A−1/3 MeV
The effects of state mixing are clearly evident in the Nilsson diagrams. Two
states of equal spin and parity cannot coexist at a given energy, so when two
such trajectories approach each other, they appear to repel and exchange
characters, so that after the interaction they carry the character of the state
with which the interaction occurred.
The Nilsson model makes a fairly broad assumption regarding nuclear struc-
ture: that the primary (core) and the valence (single-particle) aspects of the
nucleus can be considered separately. This is applicable if the nucleus is ro-
tating relatively slowly. However, as the nucleus is further excited and the
rotational frequency is increased, this interaction become important. The
Cranked Shell Model (CSM), developed by Inglis [19], is used when describ-






































































































































































































































































































14167Figure 2.2: Nilsson diagram for neutrons, 82 ≤ N ≤ 126 with hexadecapole
deformation ε4 = −ε22/6 [20]. Dashed lines indicate negative parity and solid






































































































































































































14171Figure 2.3: Nilsson diagram for protons, 50 ≤ Z ≤ 82 with hexadecapole
deformation ε4 = −ε22/6 [20]. Dashed lines indicate negative parity and solid












The simplest mode of excitation in nuclei is through rotation. In quantum
systems the energy and angular momentum of a rotation are both discrete,
which gives an excellent opportunity to study the underlying structure.
Starting with the simplest case – an even-even nucleus in its ground state,
where the spins of all nucleon pairs are anti-aligned – a deformed nucleus
will have a preferred axis z. The angular momentum (and therefore axis
of rotation) of a collective rotation ~R will be perpendicular to the preferred
axis, and as there are no other components, the total angular momentum of










I(I + 1), (2.14)
where J is the classical moment of inertia of the nucleus.
The quantization of angular momentum requires that the spin differences
between successive levels of a rotational band are integer, and in practice
the observed spectra fall into two discrete types. One generally observes
bands with ∆I = 2, which correspond to E2 (electric quadrupole) transitions,
although band structures with ∆I = 1 (M1 transitions) also occur: in such
cases an M1/E2 admixture is usually observed.
It was discovered early on that a fair number of nuclei in the periodic table
displayed relatively neat rotational bands. For an ideal nuclear rotor, with
energy levels E(I) ∼ I(I + 1), the in-band E2 gamma energies are E(I) −
E(I − 2) ∼ (4I − 2), resulting in a set of evenly spaced gamma ray energies.
Such a picket-fence spectrum is representative of a pure nuclear rotation.
2.3.1 Cranking Hamiltonian
A certain difficulty arises when trying to describe a nucleus that is rotating











of freedom are considered disjoint, and can be treated separately. However, as
one increases the angular frequency of the nucleus, the interactions between
the nuclear core and the valence nucleons become substantial.
One of the most direct ways of studying a rotating nucleus is to assume it
rotates at a frequency ω, and to set up the coordinate system rotating at the
same frequency. The axes retain their orientation with respect to the nuclear
shape, and one can write down the transformations between the lab and the
intrinsic reference frames.
Upon performing a full derivation [23], the Coriolis and centrifugal interac-
tions come into play. For a rotation around the x axis, the Hamiltonian in
the rotating frame satisfies
H ′ = H − ωIx, (2.15)
where H is the original Hamiltonian and Ix is the spin alignment along the
chosen axis. The term H ′ is sometimes referred to as the Routhian. The
presence of the −ωIx term removes the time-reversal symmetry from the
original Hamiltonian, removing the energy degeneracy from particle orbitals
of constant j based on their spin projection mj.
Within the cranking model, only two useful symmetries remain: In the case
of a symmetrical nuclear shape (the expansion of equation (1.2) contains
only even λ terms), parity π remains a good quantum number. The other
symmetry is termed signature α, and it relates to the properties of the nu-
cleonic state under a half-rotation around the cranking axis. The rotation
operator is Rx ≡ e−iπIx , and applied to single-particle states it allows two
solutions α = ±1
2
. The signature quantum number (α) is additive between
single-particle states.
In the limiting case ω = 0, the unperturbed states (with degenerate energies
for ±mj) do not have signature as a good quantum number. However, linear





, and these basis states can then be used to solve the cranking equation











equations based on the different parities and signatures.
2.3.2 Intrinsic variables
To describe nuclear rotations, it is necessary to be able to transform the
lab observables into the intrinsic frame of the nucleus. It is convenient to
assume a rotating ground (vacuum) state, and treat all excited states of the
nucleus as excitations of the vacuum. The solutions to (2.15) are going to be
ω dependent, and one can see that the alignment of a rotational band will












However, this is only a first approximation. For a quantum system 〈I〉 =√
I(I + 1) ≈ I + 1
2
, but a more important aspect is the alignment of the
nuclear state I. The ground state of an even-even nucleus always has spin-
parity of 0+, but an excitation of a single-particle nature (taking a nucleon
to a higher orbital) can remove the pairing correlations and set up a nuclear
state with intrinsic spin K. In such cases Ix ≡ 〈I〉 =
√
I(I + 1)−K2. The
observed spin states of such a band cannot go below K: the lowest such state
is termed the bandhead.
For a K = 0, perfectly rotational ground band the in-band transitions would
form a set linearly spaced gamma-ray energies, resulting in a linear relation-
ship between the nuclear spins and the angular frequency ω. However, at
higher angular speeds the nucleus will preferentially deform to increase the
moment of inertia, and therefore decrease the excitation energies, resulting
in a non-linear spin-ω dependence.
Symmetry considerations prevent the spin from having a dependence on even
powers of ω [25], and a next order correction is often introduced as a char-











Ix,0(ω) = J0ω + J1ω3, (2.17)
where the J0 and J1 are termed the Harris parameters, and are adjustable
(for different nuclei). The energy of the vacuum state can therefore be eval-
uated as














where the constant term is chosen for self consistency. The Harris parameters
can be found through a fit of the ground band energies in the nucleus of
interest.
In order to compare the experimental data to the theoretical calculation, it is
common to evaluate the excitation energies (Routhians) and aligned angular
momenta relative to the defined vacuum state
e′(ω) = E ′(ω)− E ′0(ω) (2.19)
i(ω) = Ix(ω)− Ix,0(ω) (2.20)
2.3.3 Quasiparticles
In the previous section the nucleus and its excitations were considered as
excitations of the nuclear ground state. In order to regain consistency be-
tween this model and the (deformed) single-particle models, the excitation
of a nucleon to a higher orbital requires the addition of a nucleon in a higher
state, and the removal from its original orbital.
It is convenient to combine these into a particle-hole system, termed a quasi-
particle [21, 22, 23, 24]. The vacuum state requires filled orbitals up to the
Fermi surface, so an even-even nucleus. Odd A nuclei can be described as
one- or three- quasiparticle excitations of a nearby even-even vacuum state.
The states below the Fermi surface, ei, can be treated as hole states. To











spectrum of the hole states can be constructed as ehi = λ − ei, as shown
in figure 2.4. The particle- and hole-spectra are complementary, so keeping
track of both is a double dimensional representation of a system, and results
in the double-counting of the energies. The double-counting does however
allow for a description of the nucleus based only on the particle and hole
excitations above the Fermi surface.
Figure 2.4: A schematic drawing [23] of the quasiparticle excitation. The
particle state orbitals are as normal, except relative to the Fermi level λ. The
hole states are reflected around the Fermi level. The third column indicates
the quasiparticle levels. The cost of exciting a particle D to E, is equivalent
to moving the hole E′ to D′, and is half the cost of taking D to D′ and E













From the beginning of the study of nuclear structure, it has been observed
that there exists a strong pairing correlation in nuclei. Nuclei with even-
even numbers of protons and neutrons are significantly more stable than the
even-odd nuclei, and virtually all odd-odd nuclei are β unstable.
This concept of pairing was first formalized by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrief-
fer in their work on superconductivity [26], where they explained the observed
effect through the preference of the fermions to bond into a Cooper pair, ef-
fectively reducing the system to a set of interacting bosons. This idea was
quickly adopted into nuclear physics [27].
The pairing is implemented as an extra term in the cranking Hamiltonian, as
an extremely short range force, that acts only on a pair of fermions that sum
to a Jπ = 0+ boson. Practically this can be understood as the force between
two nucleons with identical quantum numbers, but due to Pauli exclusion,
this can only exist for nucleons with time-reversed orbits: there is a unique
state which can interact with a given state. The strength of this interaction
is taken to be a constant ∆.
The introduction of the pairing term introduces a non-diagonal term in the
interaction Hamiltonian, which in turn implies that the particle and hole
orbitals (solutions of the cranked Hamiltonian) become a mixture of particle
and hole states themselves.1 The pairing interaction only pairs like states, so
the diagonal Hamiltonian will divide in to sets of 2 × 2 non-diagonal parts,
dealing with the particle and hole wavefunctions.
Since an orbital of energy ei has an effective energy of ei−λ, the corresponding
hole has energy λ − ei. If U and V refer to the pure particle and hole
wavefunctions, the addition of the pairing term results in the Hamiltonian:(























which produces solutions of
E ′i = E± = ±
√
(ei − λ)2 + ∆2, (2.22)







1± ei − λ√
(ei − λ)2 + ∆2
)
. (2.23)
It is worth noting that |E±| > ∆, so in order to excite a single nucleon out
of the vacuum will require at least 2∆ energy, which in the rare earth region
is ∼ 2 MeV.
2.4 Random Phase Approximation
The single-particle and rotational models produce excellent agreement with
experimental data. The pairing gap does however preclude an explanation of
low-lying excitations (below 2 MeV at ω = 0) in even-even nuclei. Most even-
even nuclei in the rare-earth region do however have low-lying structures of
both positive and negative par ties. These are generally termed as quadrupole
and octupole vibrations respectively. One manner of explaining the existence
of these low lying states, maintaining consistency with quasiparticle model,
is the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) [7, 28, 29, 30].
The RPA calculations attempt to account for vibrational excitations by incor-
porating a separable residual interaction into the system, in addition to the
rotating deformed potential. The starting point is the quasiparticle cranking
Hamiltonian h2qp, which has an implicit signature symmetry. The residual
interaction is introduced by the multipole interaction terms [31]



















(details in appendix B). When searching for solutions with a well defined
signature, it is convenient to only use the interaction terms that preserve
that particular signature.
2.5 Electromagnetic transitions
Nuclear de-excitations usually result in the emission of photons. These pho-
tons come about due to the time-dependent parts of the Hamiltonian that
involve changing electric and magnetic fields. There are two modes: electric
(E) and magnetic (M) radiation, named from time variation of charge and
current distributions respectively. Angular momentum and parity are pre-
served by the electromagnetic interaction, and, in notati n, the quantity of
angular momentum carried is appended onto the radiation mode as EL or
ML. The parity change is (−1)L for E, and (−1)L+1 for M transitions.
From semi-classical radiation theory [6, 32], the transition probability per













where the function BE,Mfi (L) is the reduced transition probability, and contains
the specific nuclear information. It is primarily the square of the matrix
element of the appropriate multiple operator responsible for producing the
relevant photon.
















However, nuclear de-excitations based on collective effects deviate substan-












In order to perform direct measurement of the reduced transition probabil-
ity of a particular gamma ray, it is necessary to measure the lifetime of a
particular nuclear state. While it is possible to perform such measurements
with sufficiently sophisticated equipment [33], some information about the
reduced transition probabilities can be inferred from the nuclear branching
ratios. Of primary interest to this work is de-excitation through E1 and E2
transitions.
Suppose that a given state can de-excite through the emission of either an E1
or an E2 gamma ray, of energies Eγ1 and Eγ2 , and probability p1 and p2 re-
spectively.2 The ratio of probabilities p1 : p2 can be directly inferred through
the number of collected events, scaled by the detector efficiency at each en-
ergy, and it is also the ratio of total transition probabilities T (E1)/T (E2).















For analysis of the ‘tetrahedral’ bands it is customary to consider the ratio
B(E2)/B(E1) [34]. Substituting in the relevant numbers, and using MeV as

















2If there are only two decay modes, p2 = 1−p1, but other modes may also be available.
3This is against the spirit of most of this work where energies are taken in keV, but
this does reduce the magnitude of the E3γ1/E
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The study of nuclear shapes poses a variety of technical obstacles. Nuclear
sizes are typically well approximated as R0A
1/3, which for A ∼ 160 corre-
sponds to a nuclear radius of only 6.5 fm. Direct observation is completely
impossible, as photons with sufficiently small wavelengths will have energies
of order 100 MeV, which is enough not only to excite the nucleus, but also
to knock out several of the constituent nucleons.
One of the common approaches currently used is to create an excited state
(several MeV) of the nucleus, and to collect information about the de-excitation
processes. The excited nucleus will de-excite through an emission of γ-rays,
giving away excess energy and angular momentum. The experimental work
here involved gamma-ray (γ-ray) spectroscopy, which involves surrounding
the nucleus of interest with high-resolution germanium detectors.
The missing first step is the creation of an excited state of the nucleus of
interest. Due to the extreme size and energies involved, it is not practical
to try and excite any particular nucleus, but rather to aim at an isotopically
pure target and deliver the energy through a collimated beam of light ions.
A judicious choice of beam particles and energy can be used to create excited
states of a wide variety of nuclei, and, additionally, this also allows the study












In order to study nuclear properties through gamma-ray spectrometry, it is
necessary to prepare the desired nucleus in an energetically excited state,
and this is generally performed via some nuclear reaction. One of the most
malleable techniques is the fusion-evaporation reaction.
A set of light ions is taken and accelerated through several stages until it
reaches a particular energy per projectile. At iThemba LABS, this is per-
formed by the Separated Sector Cyclotron (SSC). The beam of ions is then
made to impinge upon a target foil usually made of another, heavier element.
Upon collision the beam and target nuclei have a certain probability (cross
section) of interacting sufficiently strongly to fuse all the constituent nucleons
into a single bound state. As the reaction is unlikely to be directly head-
on, the resulting compound system will normally have a fairly high angular
momentum, in addition to an energy excitation of order mT
M
Ebeam (where
mT is the mass of the target, and M is the mass of the created compound
nucleus).
The rapidly spinning, highly excited nucleus then undergoes various forms of
de-excitation until it reduces to a stable isotope in its ground state. In the
initial stages, the decay is governed by the strong interaction wherein the
irregularly shaped compound nucleus settles into a more symmetric shape
and it can emit several loosely bound nucleons (or other very light nuclei
such as d or α). On average, an emitted neutron carries away ∼2 MeV of
kinetic energy [35], and (due to its charge and resulting Coulomb interaction)
an emitted proton takes away ∼8 MeV, while the heavier α particle carries
∼15 MeV of kinetic energy. In low-energy reactions, neutron evaporation is
the dominant decay channel.
After a time (10−19 s), the nucleus becomes strong-interaction stable, and it
then continues the de-excitation process through the electromagnetic inter-











in detail, as it is created in an excited state with relatively high angular mo-
mentum. This nucleus emits photons which carry away energy, and generally
one or two units of angular momentum, per γ.
In the very high excitation energy range, the nuclear states form a pseudo-
continuum, and the initial γ rays emitted are termed ‘statistical gamma-
rays’, as these γs will have an almost continuous energy distribution, making
inferences about the states impossible. Once the excitation energy falls below
∼ 10 MeV, the density of nuclear states becomes sufficiently sparse as to allow
description in terms of discrete, resolvable energy levels, and therefore, a
discrete set of associated transition energies, which can be measured through
the observation of the emitted γ rays.
The electromagnetic de-excitation of the nucleus is comparatively slow, usu-
ally taking time of the order of 1 ns, although this time can be extended
through the population of long-lived isomeric states – nuclear levels where
the transition to lower levels is retarded, usually due to a requirement such
as high change in spin or nuclear configuration.
Once the nucleus reaches the ground state energy, it will become inert. It
could get re-excited by interacting (via fusion or Coulomb excitation) with
another beam particle, or, if it is energetically favourable, it could undergo β
decay (weak interaction), changing the charge of the nucleus without affecting
the number of constituent nucleons. The daughter nucleus in the β decay is
normally formed in an excited state, which will (within 1 ns) create a cascade
of γs down to the ground state of the new nucleus.
3.2 AFRODITE array
The premier accelerator center in South Africa is the iThemba Laboratory
for Accelerator Based Sciences (LABS), which houses a K = 200 separated
sector cyclotron (SSC) with a smaller solid-pole cyclotron (SPC) injector
for use in the production of radio nuclides, therapy beams and nuclear











AFRODITE (AFRican Omnipurpose Detector for Innovative Techniques and
Experiments) gamma-ray spectrometer [36].
The AFRODITE frame is a rhombicuboctahedron (a polyhedron with 18
square faces and 8 equilateral triangular faces). The experimental beam pipe
goes through two opposite square faces, leaving space for the placement of
up to 16 detectors around the central point. This setup allows for 8 detectors
to be placed at 90◦ to the beam direction, and 4 detectors each at angles of
45◦ and 135◦ to the beam line.
3.2.1 Detector system
As the primary function of the array is to perform high-resolution γ-ray
spectroscopy, the detectors need to be chosen as to deliver the best possible
energy resolution and peak-to-total ratios on individual photons [37, 38]. At
this time, most precision γ-ray spectroscopy experiments in the world use
High Purity Germanium (HPGe) crystals for the detectors. While germa-
nium detectors do offer excellent energy resolution, it is necessary for them
to operate under very low temperatures in order to reduce the thermal ex-
citations of electrons across the fairly small band gap (0.665 eV at room
temperature). An effective way of accomplishing this is to use liquid nitro-
gen (77 K) to cool detectors, by connecting the germanium crystals to a
dewar of liquid N2 by means of a copper rod.
CLOVER detectors
The AFRODITE array consists of two types of HPGe detectors. There are
9 primary detectors of the ‘clover’ type, as used in the EUROGAM and
EUROBALL experiments [39, 40, 41]. The clover detector consists of four
n-type coaxial HPGe crystals, placed in a 2×2 arrangement (displayed, with
dimensions, in figure 3.1), and housed in common cryostat (see figure 3.2).
There are several advantages to this sort of configuration. Firstly, the de-











allowing for increased space coverage. If a photon strikes a crystal but is
not fully absorbed, it may Compton scatter into one of the other clover ele-
ments, allowing for the total energy of the photon to be calculated through
add-back. Secondly, the physical segmentation allows for finer detail on the
interaction point of a γ with the detector, which allows for better Doppler
correction. Finally, the scattering of a photon between detector elements can
be used to infer information about the polarization of the incoming γ.
Figure 3.1: Drawing of the HPGe clover detector, displaying the shape and
positioning of the individual elements (crystals) [40].
Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the clover detector in its protective housing
[39, 41]. The BGO detectors surrounding the Ge crystals act as an event veto












It has been observed that, when using Ge detectors, high energy photons
(which undergo multiple Compton scatters before depositing all their energy
into the crystal) have a fairly low peak-to-total count rate, due to partial ab-
sorption of the energy, when the final scattered photon escapes the detectors.
A way of reducing the background incurred in such multiple-scatter events,
termed ‘Compton suppression’, has been developed [42]. In order to detect
whether a γ has escaped the HPGe crystal, the detector is surrounded by
a another γ-ray detecting material – one with a lower production cost (to
make it viable), but with a very high γ-ray detection efficiency.
In the AFRODITE array, the clover crystals are surrounded by bismuth ger-
manate (B4Ge3O12, usually termed BGO) detectors, which, due to the high
density and Z of Bi, has an excellent photopeak efficiency. The BGO crystals
are scintillators, emitting visible light when a γ is detected, which is in turn
detected by surrounding photomultiplier detectors. If a time-coincidence is
detected between the signals in the clover and the BGO shielding, the events
are automatically vetoed. Figure 3.3 indicates the difference in cleanness of
spectra that can be obtained from Compton-suppression.
In order to prevent false vetoing of events, the BGO detectors are shielded
from the target point by a heavy metal collimator (see figure 3.2). The
collimators, made primarily of tungsten (Z = 74), are shaped to allow γ-rays
to enter the Ge crystals, but are sufficiently thick to stop all reaction γs from
reaching the BGO detectors.
LEPS detectors
In addition to the clover detectors, the AFRODITE experiment has several
Low Energy Photon Spectrometer (LEPS) detectors [43], which can be used
in conjunction with the Clover detectors. These detectors are p-type, sin-
gle cylindrical HPGe crystals, with 60 mm diameter and 10 mm thickness,











Figure 3.3: Example of spectra obtained with a 60Co source on HPGe de-
tector [44]. The source produces high energy (1173 keV and 1332 keV) γ-rays.
The majority of the photons Compton scatter out of the detector, depositing
only a fraction of the total energy, and leaving a high, continuous background
spectrum. The BGO veto eliminates most of the Compton background.
electrically segmented into four quarters, with individual read-outs. The
significantly smaller crystal thickness implies that the LEPS detectors are
primarily used only for detecting low-energy γ-rays – up to 200 keV – for
which the linear attenuation of Ge is less much than 1 cm [20]. For such low
energy photons, the dominant interaction with the crystal is via the photo-
electric effect, so an incoming photon has only a small chance of depositing a
fraction of its total energy in the crystal. The LEPS detectors are not there-
fore surrounded by a BGO shield, as the Compton background is already
fairly minimal.
When the array was initially set up, careful measurements were made on











Figure 3.4: The absolute efficiency of AFRODITE, based on 8 clover and 7
LEPS detectors [36]. Data obtained using known strength 152Eu and 133Ba
sources.
For every individual experiment, a similar efficiency calibration was also car-
ried out, in order to compensate for any changes in detector geometry, as
well as the effect of any absorbers used.
3.2.2 Electronics and data acquisition
While performing the experiment, the individual signals of all the detector
outputs need to be read out and processed in order to be stored for anal-
ysis. The direct outputs of the clover Ge detectors and their BGO shields
are passed through pre-amplifiers and into individual RIS modules. These
integrated modules check for Ge ‘hit’ signals, and if the BGO veto is not
present, output a ‘clean Ge’ signal to the fast trigger unit.
In these experiments, the trigger module collected signals from every RIS











Ge’ signals in order to register an event (for calibration purposes, the trigger
level is set to 1, so non-coincidence data are collected). If two RIS modules
reported a good clover hit within a set time coincidence (usually 180 ns), in
coincidence with the radio-frequency controlling the cyclotron,1 a coincidence
event is captured. The signal from the fast trigger is then sent out to all the
detectors (which have since delayed the input signal) to send the incoming
data via a FERA bus to a VME crate. If the trigger does not register an
event, the buffers are cleared and signals are discarded.
The LEPS detectors do not have special RIS modules, but are rather sent
through a set of amplifiers, a Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD), an
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and a Time to Digital Converter (TDC)
to convert the signals to digital value and time, and fed into a set of SILENA
4418/V modules for readout. The primary trigger for running AFRODITE
involves only the clover detectors, so the SILENA outputs are operated in
slave mode.
The VME crate is connected to a linux workstation running the program
MIDAS (Multiple Instance Data Acquisition System). For every legal event,
the data and time values for all detectors are stored directly onto tape. The
incoming raw data are also automatically histogrammed, so that individual
crystal performance can be monitored.
A secondary workstation is also set up to perform online analysis of the
data. As the data are read in from the VME crates, it can be sent across,
where a second instance of MIDAS performs the calibration and add-back
on individual detectors. The performances (calibrations, peak widths) of
various detectors can be monitored directly.
Once an experiment is finished, the offline analysis is done in a similar
manner. The data are sorted using the MTSort language in MIDAS, and
EUROGAM-style co-incident spectra and matrices can be produced.
1The cyclotron frequency varies depending on the ion being accelerated, but normally
it is of the order of 70 ns, or 350 ns if the cyclotron is producing a pulsed beam. The RF
requirement does not veto the data collection, but is rather used to set the baseline from












The energy calibration of the detectors is performed using known sources. To
calibrate the clovers, a 152Eu source is used, due to its emission of multiple
gamma-rays over a wide energy range [45]. The decay spectrum contains at
least 10 well separated peaks, ranging in energy from 121.5 keV, all the way
to 1408 keV. A medium-strength source ∼ 10 kBq is directly placed in front
of the detectors (no absorbers), and the raw histograms are accumulated
in singles mode. The raw signals are then individually fitted for Gaussian
peaks, and a routine is called to match the observed peaks/intensities with
the known values for the 152Eu source. A least squares fit is performed to
convert the channel number n to the corresponding energy E, using the
quadratic relation:
E(n) = a0 + a1n+ a2n
2 (3.1)
The absolute energy coefficients are then converted to 0.5 keV per channel
(the histograms used have 4096 channels – this allows a study of energies up
to 2 MeV), and finally an energy correction is applied for the Doppler shift,
based on the v/c of the resultant nucleus (see tables in Appendix A).
The energy calibration of the LEPS detectors is performed using a 133Ba
source, as the decay spectrum contains 9 transitions of discrete energies,
ranging from 53 keV to 384 keV. The fitting is done in a similar way to that
for the clover modules, except the coefficient fitting is performed only up to a
linear term, to avoid skewing the data due to the low-efficiency of the LEPS
detector above 300 keV. The absolute energy coefficients are then converted
to 0.2 keV per channel.
3.3 Reaction selection
In order to study a particular nucleus, it is imperative to select the reaction
components and energy in order to maximize the quality of the data that can











to try and use a target that is as isotopically pure as possible. This implies,
however, that the target must be a stable nucleus, and not a long-lived radio-
active one. This is also in accordance with safety considerations, as 1 mg
of radio-active material would be too dangerous to work with. Likewise,
the beam particles must also be stable, as most of the projectile nuclei are
lost during acceleration, and a radio-active beam would make the accelerator
equipment ‘hot’.
Given the interest in studying low-lying bands in N = 92 nuclei, the identifi-
cation of suitable reactions became necessary. After surveying the literature,




70Yb. The feasibility of
experiments to study these nuclei was then investigated.
The iThemba LABS cyclotron is best used for producing beams of light ions,
so a search was performed on beam/target combinations which may be used
to produce the required nuclei (see appendix A for outputs).
The ideal reaction to use is one with a high cross-section, and as pure a fusion-
evaporation product as possible, but, as the interest is in the low-lying states
and transitions, the nuclear excitation energy ought to be kept reasonably
low, so as to allow higher statistics for transitions at the bottom of octupole
bands. A countering effect comes about in that lower-energy excitations
result in fewer γ-ray cascades, decreasing the coincidence statistics.
The highest cross-sections for fusion correspond to α beams, and, as is shown
in figure 3.5, it is possible to obtain a virtually pure 158Dy reaction state
through 156Gd(α, 2n) at 27 MeV.
Similarly, to study 160Er, α reaction cross-sections are high, but the low
natural abundances of 158Dy and 160Dy (0.1% and 2.4% respectively) were
prohibitive in the construction of an isotopically pure target. It was decided
to use the 152Sm(12C,4n) reaction at 62 MeV instead (see figure 3.6).
In early 2009 I submitted a proposal to study 158Dy and 160Er. While waiting
for the experiments to be performed, I also received data from an earlier
experiment which studied the N = 88 nucleus 156Er via the 147Sm(12C, 3n)











Figure 3.5: The relative particle yields for an α beam on a 156Gd target.











Figure 3.7: The relative particle yields for a 12C beam on a 147Sm target.
3.4 Data analysis
The calibrated data are sorted into time-coincident γγ matrices. The data
are converted and analyzed using the Radware software package [46]. The
program escl8r is used to construct level schemes of the various data sets,
based on the coincidence matrices, energy and efficiency calibration as well
as a manual background subtraction. The program calculates the relative
gamma-ray intensities and allows for direct viewing of fit-subtracted spectra.
The plots of spectra are also generated through the Radware package.
3.4.1 γ-ray classification
As has been mentioned in section 2.5, the gamma-rays emitted during the nu-
clear de-excitation can be produced via electric or magnetic interactions, and
can carry discrete quantities of angular momentum. The spin-parity (Jπ) of











of level schemes. While the in-band transitions for most structures in nuclear
physics exclusively involve E2 or M1 transitions, the character and multipo-
larity of out-of-band transitions need to be determined before the spin-parity
assignments of a band can be performed.
It turns out that the intrinsic properties of a gamma-ray cannot be inferred on
an individual basis by the HPGe detectors. However, for multi-detector ar-
rays a method known as Directional Correlation from Oriented nuclei (DCO)
has been developed [47, 48], which may be applied for the AFRODITE array.
Upon creation, in a fusion-evaporation reaction, the excited nuclei will be
in some unknown spatial configuration. For any specified configuration, the
distribution of the emission of gamma-rays will not be isotropic, but will
depend on the orientation of the initial states and the multipole matrix el-
ements between the initial and final states. The angular distribution of the
γ-rays related to a particular transition can be used to infer the Jπ of that
transition. As the orientation of the emitting nuclei cannot be determined
directly, the total angular distribution of a single transition cannot be used
to identify it.
A way past this is to consider a cascade of γ-rays, where the character of
some of the transitions is known. Given a strong, known transition (usually
taken as an E2), the angular distribution of the collected gamma-rays will
be related to the intrinsic quadrupole orientation of the initial nuclear state.
For two transitions γ1 and γ2, and detector systems set up at angles θ1 and




· Iγ2(θ1) gated by Iγ1(θ2)
Iγ2(θ2) gated by Iγ1(θ1)
, (3.2)
where εγi(θj) is the detector efficiency for the detection of γ1 by a detector
placed at θj from the axis. When dealing with identical detectors (which the
clovers are approximated as), the absolute efficiency for a particular energy
is constant for all detectors, and all the ε terms are assumed to cancel to 1.











transition emanates will have an angular distribution approximately equal
to the angular distribution of the known transition, and the DCO ratio will
equal 1. For a dipole transition, compared to the E2, the ratio will represent
a different value, which depends on the angles θ1, θ2, which are forced by the
geometry of the array.
In the AFRODITE array four clover detectors are placed at 45◦ (backward)
from the beam direction, and the rest are placed at 90◦ to the beam axis.
For a stretched dipole transition, when compared to a stretched quadrupole,
the DCO ratio should be approximately 0.7, with an in between value char-
acteristic of an E/M (quadrupole/dipole) admixture.
From a practical point of view, when the collected data are being sorted into
coincidence matrices for analysis, a second (asymmetric( coincidence matrix
can also be created by histogramming energies of gamma-rays collected at
45◦ verse those at 90◦. The programs in the Radware package can then used
to set gates and evaluate the areas contained with the transposed peaks, in
order to obtain directional correlation data.
The DCO method is not, however, always applicable. The gated peaks on
the asymmetric matrix will alwa s be a factor of 4 smaller, making character
identification of weak transitions prone to very high uncertainties. Secondly,
for level schemes that contain very dense peaks, wherein a strong transition
has an energy similar to one in the cascade which is to be investigated, the













The nuclei in the rare-earth region have been studied in previous experiments,
and the structure of the high-spin states has been established fairly well.
Likewise, measurements of the low-spin states have been performed using
scattering experiments. The main goal of the experiments performed at
AFRODITE was not so much to extend the known bands in energy, as to
search for low-energy states (up to the bandheads) and investigate the γ
transitions linking them, in order to infer both band structures, and the
strength of the in- and out- of band transitions linking these states. Three
nuclei have been studied for this work: the N = 88 nucleus 156Er, and two
N = 92 nuclei 160Er and 158Dy.
The naming/numbering of the bands has been done so as to try maintain
consistency with the latest established data sets [20, 49], the relevant exper-
imental papers, and to keep some continuity between the similar structures
in the related nuclei.
4.1 Pre-Analysis
In order to perform the analysis, the data collected in the form of a gamma-











underlying physics and efficiencies of the HPGe detectors. This is done within
the Radware software package [46].
4.1.1 Timing and random subtraction
During the experiments the data are taken (energies and times of all detectors
are read out and stored) if at least two Clover detectors fire within a fixed
time (usually 150-180 ns) of each other. The gamma-rays thus collected
can be thought of as prompt gamma-rays (from the reaction), as well as a
mixture of random gamma-rays from other sources, forming a flat background
(in time). By comparing the arrival times of the gamma-rays with the RF
timing system of the accelerator, it is possible to remove some of the spurious
data. This process, termed random subtraction, is treated as follows:
Let pi be the probability of a prompt gamma-ray in channel i, and ri the
(time independent) probability of a random event. For N prompt and M
late gamma-rays:
• The symmetric time-gated matrix A will contain both prompt and
random gamma-rays in each channel, giving (pi+ ri)(pj + rj)N
2 counts
in channel (i, j).
• An asymmetric time-gated matrix B of non-coincidence data (matrix
constructed of one prompt and one late gamma ‘coincidence’) should
then contain (pi + ri)(rj)NM counts in channel (i, j).
• The symmetric, random subtracted matrix defined as A− N
M
(B +BT )
will then contain (pipj − rirj)N2 counts in channel (i, j).
The primary flaw with this method is the prerequisite of a number of statis-
tical nuclei: one requires ri  pi, and that NM be sufficiently small as to not
introduce artifacts in the data during the random subtraction.
The beams provided by the iThemba accelerator ran with an RF separation











accelerated particles only come in 1 of every 5 pulses, giving a separation of
338 ns. This gives a better timing resolution, but at the cost of a reduced
event count – if multiple nuclear interactions occur within the same beam-
pulse, the gamma-rays collected during that event will not be representative
of a single de-excitation cascade by a single nucleus.
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Figure 4.1: Representative energy-time and time-projection plots for data
taken with a pulsed beam (160Er) compared to an un-pulsed beam (158Dy),











For experiments performed without pulse-selection, the beam pulse sepa-
ration was less than the maximal drift time for charge within the HPGe
detectors [37]. Thus it became impossible to separate the gamma-rays col-
lected from neighbouring beam pulses, and the tight window for defining
prompt gamma-rays had to be abandoned. This increases the effective ri
fraction. Additionally, random coincidence probability ri now differed inside
and outside the ‘prompt’ region, and due to low number of detectors (two
detectors were required in coincidence to register an event – the in/out of the
coincidence matrix required event multiplicity of at least 3) the count rate
outside the prompt region resulted in a high value of the N
M
, which can make
full random subtraction impossible. In such cases, a partial subtraction can
be performed, and the analysis proceeded to the next stage.
The total projection of a random-subtracted gamma-gamma matrix from the
156Er experiment is shown in figure 4.2, panels a) and b). It is evident that
the main peaks of the spectrum are easily distinguishable, but there is also
a fairly high level of continuous background generated through incomplete
Compton suppression (see figure 3.3). As such, there is some level of co-
incidence between every pair of gamma-rays, making analysis based on the
coincidence measurements unjustified.
By taking the background as essentially statistical, the majority of the con-
tinuum can be removed, and the working total projection spectrum can be
reduced to that of figure 4.2 c).
It can be observed that in addition to the strong peaks from the ground
band of 156Er, there are also clear peaks at 137 keV, 266 keV and 366 keV,
which come from the ground state band of 156Dy. This is not due to direct
production, but rather from β decay of 156Er to 156Ho (τ1/2 ≈ 19.5 minutes)
and then to 156Dy (τ1/2 ≈ 56 minutes) [49]. The gamma-rays from the
holmium are not as visible, due to that decay not usually producing a cascade
of gamma-rays, and to the detector absorbers taking care of most of the
photons of less than 100 keV. By considering the summed gates over the
main 156Er transitions (sum of 344 keV, 453 keV, 543 keV and 619 keV












































































































Figure 4.2: The calibrated, ungated data obtained for the experiment in
a) linear and b) logarithmic form, showing the continuous gamma-ray back-
ground. Spectrum c) shows the background-subtracted data, and d) is the











4.1.2 Existing level schemes
Information about the nuclear excitations has been put in the form of level
schemes since the beginning of gamma-ray spectroscopy. The known data are
regularly extended and updated, as modern detector arrays are developed,
or (as in this case) when a very particular measurement is performed. When
studying nuclei, it is prudent to start with the information that is already
known about them.
At a similar time that the 156Er experiment took place at iThemba LABS,
another experiment was performed at Argonne National Laboratory using
the Gammasphere spectrometer using the 114Cd(48Ca,6n) reaction, and had
the benefit of 100 HPGe detectors, resulting in the publication of recent
experimental results for this nucleus [50, 51]. Partial level schemes from
those publications are shown in figures 4.3, 4.4.
The higher-N erbium isotopes have a good history of providing new physics,
and have been well studied at high spin. 158Er was the first nucleus to display
back-bending [52], and breaks of collectivity at high spin [53]. For 160Er, sev-
eral structures have also been studied to high spin (∼ 50~) in the late 1980s
[54]. Recent medium-spin work has also been done on the positive parity
vibrational states [55] using the 159Tb(6Li,5n) reaction at 52 MeV. Inciden-
tally, another study of 160Er has been performed at the Gammasphere array
to study even higher spins using the 116Cd(48Ca,4n) reaction at 215 MeV,
with the results published in 2011 [56]. Partial published level schemes are
shown in figures 4.5, 4.6.
The band structure of 158Dy has, however, not been studied extensively. In
the 1960s and 1970s low spin data were obtained through light beam reac-
tions and beta decay of 158Ho [20, 49]. Additionally, there have been several
high-spin studies [57, 58], shown in figures 4.7, 4.8. Since no intermediate
excitation studies have been performed recently, several new band structures




























































































































































































































































































FIG. 3. Level scheme deduced for 156Er from the present work. Energies are labeled in keV and the widths of the arrows are proportional
to the transition intensities. The properties of the transitions are listed in Table I.
and electron-capture radioactive decay of 156Tm [28], which
decays to the ground-state band (band 1) via a transition of
energy 814 keV. The known 3− state [28], which decays to the
ground-state band through a 959-keV transition, is also drawn
in Fig. 3 and is assumed to be the continuation of band 4;
the in-band 5− → 3− transition was not, however, observed in
the present data.
The even-spin band 5 was previously observed from Iπ =
6− up to 38− [7]. The present data has identified a weak
transition of energy 390 keV that decays from the 6− state into
a previously known 4− state [28], which in turn decays into
the ground-state band (band 1) through a transition of energy
1016 keV. A lower lying, known 2− state [28] is also drawn in
Fig. 3.
The odd-spin band 6 was previously observed up to Iπ =
33− and also linked to higher spin states of band 5b via an
intermediate 34− state at an energy of 11577 keV [7]. The
present data extends the band to higher spin (35−) with the
placement of two parallel transitions, of energies 1048 and
1213 keV, above the Iπ = 33− level. A transition of energy
283 keV links the 36− state of band 5b to the (35−) level at
12139 keV, which subsequently decays into the 33− level of
band 6a through the 1213-keV transition. The placement of
the 744- and 894-keV doublets within band 6a is confirmed
through the observation of weak intraband dipole transitions
(235, 292, 422, and 489 keV) linking band 6a to band 5b.
Similarly, at lower spin, many new intraband dipole transitions
have been identified linking band 6 to band 5a and also band
5a to band 4a.
III. DISCUSSION
The 156Er nuclide, with only 10 particles outside the doubly
magic 14664Gd82 core, shows properties of a weakly deformed
“transitional” nucleus at low spin and has been discussed [29]
in the context of the interacting boson model (IBM). For
instance, the E(4+1 )/E(2
+
1 ) energy ratio is 2.32, near the O(6)
limit of 2.5 for a γ -soft rotor, as opposed to 3.33 for a good rotor
[SU(3) limit]. In addition, the bandheads of so-called β- and
044324-7
Figure 1: Partial level scheme of 156Er obtained from the 114Cd(48Ca,6n)
reaction at Gammasphere [?].
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Figure 4.3: Partial level scheme of 156Er obtained from the 114Cd(48Ca,6n)
reaction at Gammasphere [50].
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FIG. 1. E(4+)/E(2+) energy-ratio systematics for even-even
nuclei as a function of atomic number Z. The Er isotopes are
denoted by open circles. The horizontal dashed lines represent limits
expected for pure vibrational (2.00), rotational (3.33), and γ -soft
(2.50) behavior, respectively.
A total of ∼1010 events was accumulated over 12 days
of beam time when at least four Compton-suppressed HPGe
detectors fired in prompt time coincidence. In the offline
analysis, ∼1011 quadruple-coincident events (γ 4) were un-
folded from the raw data and replayed into a Radware-format
four-dimensional hyp rcube [11,12] for subsequent analysis.
The three most strongly populated nuclei, 156Er (6n), 157Er
(5n), and 158Er (4n), were observed in the hypercube at an
approximate ratio of 0.5:1.0:1.0.
A. New non-yrast levels in 156Er
The low-lying levels in 156Er, deduced from this work, are
shown in Fig. 2. The band-numbering convention is adopted
from Ref. [8]. Four weakly populated band structures, labeled
2, 7, 8, and 9, have been established in 156Er with maximum
intensities ∼0.5% of the 344-keV 2+ → 0+ transition. Previ-
ously, states up to 4+ were seen in bands 2 and 7 from studies
of the radioactive decay of 156Tm; in addition, the 3+ level
of band 8 was identified [13,14], although subsequent work
reassigned this level to 4+ [15]. Band 2 has been extended to
Iπ = 14+ and band 7 to Iπ = (22+). Both of these bands decay
into band 1, the ground-state band, via a series of I = 2 and
I = 0 transitions. The levels of band 9 are newly identified
in the present study. The coincident γ -ray spectra of Fig. 3
show the new transitions in bands 8 and 9, respectively.
B. Spin and parity assignments
To assist in assigning spins and parities to transitions in the
level scheme, γ -ray multipolarities were extracted from the
data by con ucting an angular-correlation analysis using























































































































































FIG. 2. Partial level scheme, up to I = 26, deduced for 156Er from the present work and showing new bands 2, 7, 8, and 9 in relation to
known bands 1, 2a, and 4a [8]. Energies are labeled in keV and the widths of the arrows are proportional to the transition intensities.
044314-2
Figure 2: Partial level scheme of 156Er obtained from the 114Cd(48Ca,6n)
reaction at Gammasphere [?].
2
Figure 4.4: Partial level scheme of 156Er obtained from the 114Cd(48Ca,6 )
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FIG. 4. Partial level scheme of 160Er observed in this experiment.
The observation of the 439- and 312-keV transitions (labels in
parentheses) are uncertain owing to contaminants in the reaction.
The dashed levels were not identified in this experiment but seen in
prior β-decay experiments [13].
considering that there are no free parameters1 other than an
overall normalization.
1The magnetic substate distribution is assumed to be a Gaussian of
width σ (J ) evaluated from an empirical relation of 16 known pure E1
and E2 transitions in the data. It has been checked that the conclusions
drawn in the following stay the same within quoted uncertainties when



































FIG. 5. (Color online) Angular correlation analysis of two known
(pure E2 and pure E1) transitions showing the quality of data
produced at SUNY Stony Brook’s Stony Cube setup. The coincidence
groups are labeled by three integers, which denote in units of π/4 the
two angles between the observational directions and the beam and
between the planes defined by the beam and the γ -decay directions.
TABLE I. Level and γ -ray energies, spin assignments, multipole
mixing ratios, and intensity data for the transitions observed in
160Er. The γ -ray energies are accurate to ±0.5 keV. Inormγ refers to
the intensity of the decay transition normalized to the 4+1 → 2+1
transition. (Errors are not given because the data were determined
either from the total projection or from the efficiency-corrected
gate on the 4+1 → 2+1 transition; thus the errors of the normalized
intensities are much larger compared to the relative intensities given
in the fifth column.) Energy levels marked with an n are newly
identified states.
ELevel Eγ (keV) Iπi → Iπf δ I relγ I normγ
125.8 125.8 2+ → 0+ 100 115
389.8 264.0 4+ → 2+ 100 100
765.5 375.7 6+ → 4+ 100 92
1229.3 463.9 8+ → 6+ 100 73
1761.0 531.6 10+ → 8+ 100 66
2339.9 578.9 12+ → 10+ 100 33
2931.8 591.9 14+ → 12+ 100 14
3122.7 782.8 14+ → 12+ 100 4
1229.6 1103.9 4+ → 2+ 100 <1
1542.1n 1152.3 6+ → 4+ 100(17) 2
(312.3) 6+ → 4+ 24(7)
776.8 6+ → 6+ <2
1921.8n 1156.3 8+ → 6+ 100(5) 2
379.3 8+ → 6+ 53(2)
692.4 8+ → 8+ 19(2)
2359.6n 1130.3 10+ → 8+ 100(14) 2
437.7 10+ → 8+ 77(18)
599.6 10+ → 10+ 98(32)
2844.6n 1083.6 12+ → 10+ 100(12) 2
485.3 12+ → 10+ 80(10)
505.7 12+ → 12+ 28(10)
3371.4n 1031.5 14+ → 12+ 100(28) 3
526 14+ → 12+ 9(2)
(439) 14+ → 14+ <45
853.7 727.9 2+ → 2+ 100 1
987.4 861.4 3+ → 2+ 100 <1
1128.9 739.1 4+ → 4+ −7+3−17 100(6) 10
(274.1) 4+ → 2+ 11(3)
1316.8 927.0 5+ → 4+ −5.5+0.9−1.2 100(4) 6
329.4 5+ → 3+ 24(3)
1499.3n 733.8 6+ → 6+ −8.2+2.3−5.6 100(8) 7
370.4 6+ → 4+ 31(5)
1740.9 975.4 7+ → 6+ −2.11+0.26−0.29 100(7) 6
424.1 7+ → 5+ 71(7)
1950.4n 1184.9 8+ → 6+ 71(7)
451.1 8+ → 6+ 100(15) 2
2242.2 1013.4 9+ → 8+ 46(6)
501.3 9+ → 7+ 100(5) 4
2468.8n 518.4 10+ → 8+ 100
2799.8 557.6 11+ → 9+ 100
3038.2n 569.4 12+ → 10+ 100
3362.1 562.3 13+ → 11+ 100
Nine new levels and 22 new γ -ray lines have been placed
in the level scheme. All of the information obtained in this
experiment is summarized in Table I. A total of eleven γ -decay
branching ratios and four multipole mixing ratios have been
measured.
014317-3
Figure 3: Partial level scheme of 160Er obtained from the 159Tb(6Li,5n) reac-
tion at Stony Brook [?].
3
Figure 4.5: Partial level scheme of 160Er obtai ed from the 159Tb(6Li,5n)
reaction at Stony Brook [55].


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 1. The level scheme for 160Er constructed from the present work. Energies are given in keV, and the width of the arrows is proportional
to the relative intensity of the transitions. Spin assignments and excitation energy of the bands labeled TSD 1, 2, and 3 are based on comparisons
with results from CNS calculations; see text as well as Ref. [20].
enriched (98.7%) targets of 116Cd, inducing fusion-evaporation
reactions. The target comprised of two self-supporting 116Cd
foils with a total thickness of 1.3 mg/cm2. The γ decays
resulting from the reaction products were detected using
the Gammasphere γ -ray spectrometer [26,27]. A total of

















































Figure 1: Partial level scheme of 160Er obtained from the 116Cd(48Ca,4n)
reaction at Gammasphere [?].
1
Figure 4: Partial level sch me of 160Er obtai ed from the 116Cd(48Ca,4n)
reaction at Gammasphere [?].
4
Figure 4.6: Partial level cheme of 160Er obtained from the 116Cd(48Ca,4n)











the DCO ratios. Since the DCO ratio between 90° and 32° in
our experiment setup was most sensitive, we used the DCO
ratio defined by the following equation:
RDCO =
Isg1:32° or 148° gated byg2:90°d
Isg1:90° gated byg2:32° or 148°d
.
The angle of 32° was equivalent to that of148° for the
DCO analysisf26g. StretchedE2 transitions close to theg
ray of interest with high excitation energy were used as
gates.
Figure 1 shows some gated spectra, in which typical ro-
tational bands are observed. A partial level scheme con-
structed from the result of the present experiment is shown in
Fig. 2. The ground-stateband(band 1) and two sidebands
(bands 2 and 3)were previously known[18], whereas bands
4, 5, and 6 are identified for the first time. Band 2 is extended
by two newE2 transitions. Two transitions of 245 keV and
434 keV are newly placed in the lowest states of bands 2 and
3, respectively. Interband transitions between band 1 and
sidebands were observed, which are important for the estab-
lishment of the spin and parity of the sidebands.
Figure 3 shows the DCO ratios ofg rays gated byE2
transitions. The DCO ratios ofDI=0, 2 andDI=1 dipole tran-
sitions are clearly separated from each other. Assuming pure
dipole and quadrupole transitions, the DCO ratios of theDI
=0, 2 transitions are nearly equal to 1.0, whereas that of the
DI=1 dipole transition is about 0.6. The spin and parity as-
signments for band 4 are important because bands 2 and 5, 6
feed band 4. The lowest state of band 4 feeds the 5+ state via
a 448-keV transition(see, Fig. 2). Since the 448-keV transi-
tion is assigned as aDI=1 transition(see, Fig. 3), the pos-
sible spin and parity of the lowest state areJp=s6+d or s6−d. If
the parity was positive, one could observeE2 transitions
linking between the lowest state and the 4+ state of band 1 in
the experiment. The most probable spin and parity are hence
Jp=s6−d. A 2476-keV excitation energy state of band 2 was
assigned asJ=s10, 11din previous studies[18]. However this
state is assigned asJp=s10−d in the present experiment be-
cause this state feeds to thes8−d level of band 4 through a
380-keV-g ray which is assigned as anE2 transition. Band 2
FIG. 1. Typical gated spectra in158Dy. (a) a sum spectra gated
by the 331-, 596-, 645- and 695-keVg ray in the band 2. We found
newly two g rays in the yrast states.(b) a sum spectra gated by the
133- and 158-keVg ray for the band, 5 and 6. TheE2 transitions
and interbandM1 transitions are shown.
FIG. 2. Partial level scheme of
158Dy constructed from the result
of the present experiment. The six
rotational bands and interband
transitions are shown. Many inter-
band transitions between side-
bands and the ground-state bands
were observed.
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C68, 067303(2003)
067303-2Figure 5: Partial level scheme of 158Dy obtained from the 150Nd(12C,4n)
reaction at JAERI [?].
5
Figure 4.7: Partial level scheme of 158Dy obtained from the 150Nd(12C,4n)
reaction at JAERI [57].
STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF 157,158,159DY IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 72, 064307 (2005)
FIG. 5. The level schemes deduced for 158Dy and 159Dy. Energy values are in kiloelectronvolts, tentative transitions are indicated by dotted
lines and tentative spin, and parity and level energies are given within parentheses.
nuclei, even though the low-spin yrast structure changes
from weakly prolate deformed in the light Dy isotopes to
strongly prolate deformed for the heavier ones [41]. This
interpretation is in agreement with theoretical predictions
regarding the oscillatory nature of the band crossing interaction
strength with particle number [42–44]. However, more recent
theoretical work aimed specifically at the systematics of the
yrast bands in even-N Dy isotopes, such as those using the
angular-momentum-projected Tamm-Dancoff model [45],
still predict a more noticeable change in moment of inertia
(weaker band-crossing interaction strength) for the first proton
crossing (ApBp) than is experimentally observed.
In Fig. 10, the alignment of the yrast sequences in
157,158,159Dy and some neighboring isotones observed to high
spins are compared. There are many common features in
these plots, including a gradual and consistent progression
064307-5
Figure 6: Partial level scheme of 158Dy obtained from the 130Te(36S,α4n)
reaction at Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy [?].
6
Figure 4.8: Partial level scheme of 158Dy obtai f e(36S,α4n)
reaction at L bor t i Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy [58].
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The nucleus 15668Er is different from the other nuclei in this section, as it
contains only 88 neutrons, rather than 92. The presence of 6 extra neutrons







– see figure 2.2) up to a deformation of ε ≈ 0.2,
while the 4 extra 1h11/2 protons above the closed sub-shell of Z = 64 result in
the nucleus having a rather transitional character (neither a good rotational
nor vibrational ground band) [50]. The excitations of N = 88 nuclei show a
structure distinct to those of N = 90 and N = 92 nuclei, as can be seen in
figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 in the next chapter.
The experiment to study 156Er took place at iThemba LABS in 2007/2008
using the 147Sm(12C, 3n) reaction on a thick 6 mg/cm2 target at 65 MeV
(cross sections shown in figure 3.7). The AFRODITE experiment at the
time consisted only of 8 Clover detectors, and the experiments ran for a total
of 5 days using a γγ trigger. In order to suppress the effect of low-energy
gamma-rays, the Clover detectors were fitted with absorbers of 0.15 mm tin
and 0.07 mm brass. Approximately 1.4× 109 double-coincident events were
recorded. The observed level scheme from the AFRODITE experiment is
shown in figure 4.9.
As can be expected with the lower intensity beam (relative to that of [50, 51]),
the nuclear excitations are limited to a lower energy and spin, resulting in
virtually all populated states (that can be inferred from the γγ correlations)
within 8 MeV and 25~ of the ground state. The trigger does allow the study
of lower-multiplicity cascades, but due to the 3α-cluster nature of the 12C
beam (in addition to (12C,xn) reaction channels, (12C,αxn) and (12C,2αxn)
are also observed), the data set does contain a fair number of contaminant
nuclei. In addition to 156Er, gamma-rays from 147Sm, 150Gd, 153Dy, 154Dy,
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In order to interpret the bands of figure 4.9, the plots of energy against spin
(less a rigid rotor reference frame, to expand the differences) and intrinsic
alignment should be considered. When dealing with alignments, it is useful
to know the K value of the bands, which is difficult to ascertain. The values
K used for the figure 4.11 may be unjustified.
Figure 4.10: Energies, less a rotating rigid rotor reference, of the observed
bands in 156Er. Open symbols used for even, filled for odd spin states. The
vibrational states are denoted by squares.
Figure 4.11: Aligned angular momenta of the observed bands in 156Er. Open
symbols used for even, filled for odd spin states. The vibrational states are
denoted by squares. Grey squares coincide with the unobserved transitions











4.2.1 Positive parity bands
The position of the observed bands in the level scheme will be described in
this section, together with a short interpretation of the underlying structure
being represented in the bands, where possible.
Bands 1 and 1a
In the published work (figure 4.3), the ground state band changes character
after the 10+ state, with only a single extra level 12+, (807 keV transition)
continuing the initial ground state configuration. Setting single gates on
the 12+ → 10+ and 14+ → 12+ transitions of [50] (shown in figure 4.12) it
was deduced that there are two bands feeding the 3313 keV 12+ state of [50]
(decaying via 682 keV gamma-ray). In the current work, the band containing
the 522 keV, 625 keV and 711 keV gamma-rays has been labelled band 1a,
whereas the band containing 749 keV, 686 keV and 694 keV gamma-rays is
understood as a continuation of the ground state configuration, or band 1.






































































Figure 4.12: Spectra from 156Er gated on the 682 keV and 522 keV transi-
tions. The 334 keV, 412 keV and 476 keV peaks in the 522 keV gate correspond











As is evidenced by the aligned angular momentum plots (figure 4.11), the
positive-parity yrast band 1a has ix ≈ 10~, which is consistent with Coriolis
induced breaking of a pair of i13/2 neutrons, and may be associated with the
AB structure in the quasiparticle model.














































































































































































Figure 4.13: Representative spectra showing the continuation of band 1 past
spin 12 in 156Er. Note that the 709 keV gate shows some peaks from band 1a











Bands 2, 7 and 8
The low-lying positive parity bands (far left in figure 4.9) are three bands
whose bandheads are significantly below 2 MeV. These bands correspond
to the quadrupole vibrational excitations [3, 4], commonly referred to as β
(K = 0) and γ (K = 2) vibrations. The vibrational character of the structure
built upon the first excited 0+ state has been questioned [60, 61], but is not
further addressed in this work.
The data obtained contains no levels that have not already been reported, and
the transitions between these bands and the ground band can be confirmed.
There are several weak linking transitions joining the two even spin bands,
and no evidence was found for the 0+ state in band 7 of [51].
The lack of observational evidence for the 0+ (which is claimed to have the
same energy as the 2+ state of band 2) leads to a difficulty is the differenti-
ation between the even-spin states of γ band with the β band. However, in
this data set several decays (5+ → 4+ and 3+ → 2+) were observed from the
odd-spin γ band to band 2, supporting [51] in claiming that bands 2 and 8
are the γ band partners, with band 7 being the β band.
Bands 2a, 9 and 9a
Bands 2a and 9 are both positive parity structures corresponding to two-
quasiparticle excitations. Band 2a previously has been observed down to
the 12+ state [51], although in this work it was only seen down to the 16+
state before decaying to the ground band (1), S-band (1a) or the even-spin
γ band (2). The extremely high level of aligned angular momentum (12~
– see figure 4.11) of this band is not reproducible from a pure quasiparticle
picture. Rather, it has been proposed that it may be a coupling of the AB
quasineutron structure with the 2~ γ-vibration [51].
Band 9 has been observed down to the 8+ state, and its primary decays are
to the negative-parity odd-spin states (bands 4, 4a), as well as a decay to











state: the only observed transitions out of that state are to two non-yrast
bands. Indeed, there are no peaks in the 237 keV gate (figure 4.13) that are
not explained by the current level scheme.
Band 9 carries approximately 7~ alignment (figure 4.11), and it appears to
be independent of the band 1-1a crossing, suggesting that its configuration
is i13/2 independent. It has been proposed [50] that this band corresponds to
a rotationally aligned (h9/2, f7/2)
2 neutron configuration.
Next, it is interesting to consider the 448 keV gate (figure 4.14). There is a
strong 448 keV transition linking the ground band to band 6, and the 592 keV
and 637 keV peaks correspond to transitions within that band. Additionally,
448 keV is a member of a strong band in 153Dy, which is responsible for the
488 keV, 532 keV, 582 keV and 627 keV peaks. Finally, there are also small
peaks at 393 keV and 732 keV, suggesting that there is a decay into the 8+
state of band 9. Furthermore, the intensity of the 448-637 coincidence is
stronger than expected based only on the transitions in band 6. This led to
the formation of band 9a in the level scheme.





































































Figure 4.14: Spectra from 156Er gated on the 237 keV and 448 keV transi-












Finally, there are several weak, high energy transitions which feed into the
two-quasiparticle, negative parity band (5a). Figure 4.15 shows the successive
disappearance of 784 keV, 882 keV, 903 keV and 874 keV coincidences as one


































































































































Figure 4.15: Spectra showing the high-energy transitions feeding into band
5a of 156Er. The 689 keV and 814 keV peaks correspond to the decay out of
the odd-spin octupole (band 4). The additional peaks (766 keV and 803 keV)











The seemingly regular structure to these feeding transitions suggests that the
configuration of the source levels is similar. There is, however, no intensity
going to expected in-band transitions, suggesting either that these states
do not share a configuration, or the out-of-band transitions dominate the
would-be in-band E2 rates. With no conclusive result from the DCO analysis
(statistics too low), these out-of-band transitions are tentatively labeled E1,
which would make band 10 a positive parity structure.
4.2.2 Negative parity bands
The analysis of the level scheme has yielded very little new information on
the negative parity states, although the data collected form a neater set of
structures than the positive parity bands.
The negative parity states come in two primary bands of odd and even spin,
and have been labelled as bands 4 and 5 respectively, with derivatives once
the band character changes. At low spin, both have vibrational nature, but
from spin 9− the quasiparticle bands dominate.
Bands 4a, 5a and 6
As demonstrated in figure 4.11, these three bands all have approximately 7~
angular momentum, and that remains reasonably constant. The alignment
plots for bands 5a and 6 do show a drastic upturn, but that is from the
inclusion of two (one) states from the 5b (6a) band [51], and are not true
band contours. This constant alignment has been interpreted as consistent
with a two-quasineutron configuration obtained through coupling a single
i13/2 neutron with another in an h9/2 or f7/2 state. The extensions of these
bands (4b, 5b, 6a) have been reported to contain irregular behaviour, which
may be interpreted as arising from weak oblate-triaxial deformation [51],











Bands 4 and 5
The lowest observed negative parity states fall withing the pairing gap, and
are therefore expected to be vibrational in nature. Weak transitions have
been observed between these states down to spins 5− and 4−, although β-
decay studies have revealed the existence of lower-lying 3− and 2− states
[59], which are believed to be part of these bands. Additionally, the compar-
ative strength of the quasiparticle bands 4a and 5a has resulted in no known
extensions to the vibrational states past the 8− state.
In this work, a weak transition at 495 keV was observed in coincidence with
the transitions out of the 8− state, as is shown below. The peak is also
visible on the 6− → 4− gate, but at higher intensity than expected. This
slight inconsistency leads to the placement of the 10− level in band 5 as
only a tentative assignment. The energy/alignment plots (figures 4.10, 4.11)































































Figure 4.16: Spectra obtained from setting gates on transitions out of the











Unfortunately, no significant evidence could be found in the data set for
either the 9− continuation of the odd-spin octupole vibration (band 4), or
the 7− state in two-quasiparticle band 4a.
4.3 16068Er
The experiments to study the N = 92 isotopes of erbium and dysprosium
was submitted in early 2009, and the data were collected in the May of 2010.
Due to the unavailability of a 158Dy target (it is a rare stable isotope, and
the production of such a target was deemed financially unfeasible), states
of 160Er were populated using a 152Sm(12C,4n) reaction at a beam energy of
64 MeV, which does allow higher angular momentum transfer, but, again,
allows beam fragmentation to contaminate some of the data. The target used
had a thickness of 5 mg/cm2, which is sufficiently thick to stop the recoils
within the target, so no Doppler correction was necessary.
For this experiment, 9 Clover detectors were available, and 4 LEPS detectors
were also included, to increase the detector efficiency at low energy. The
LEPS detectors had, however, been pulled back to reduce neutron damage,
decreasing their solid angle coverage drastically, and they played little con-
tribution in the experiment. The experiment ran for two weekends (5 days
total) with a pulsed beam (340 ns), and 2.7 × 109 time-correlated γγ co-
incidence events were collected. The level scheme constructed out of the
collected data is shown in figure 4.17.
There is a known level [49] in 160Er at 1395 keV which might correspond
to a 3− vibrational state. While unobserved, it has been included in the
level scheme, as a possible continuation of band 5. Its possible existence has
additionally been included (in grey) in the E vs I and the aligned angular












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































wnFigure 4.18: Energies, less a rotating rigid rotor reference, of the observed
bands in 160Er. Open symbols used for even, filled for odd spin states. The
vibrational states are denoted by squares.
Figure 4.19: Aligned angular momenta of the observed bands in 160Er. Open
symbols used for even, filled for odd spin states. The vibrational states are
denoted by squares. Grey squares coincide with the unobserved transitions











Since this experiment used a 12C beam at 64 MeV, the nuclear excitations are
again limited to within 8 MeV of the ground state. However, most of the low-
lying bands reported in [56] have been observed. The triaxial superdeformed
bands are naturally not populated, and in addition no evidence of bands 7
and 8 of [56] has been observed. Three new low-lying band structures have
been added to the level scheme, labelled as bands 2, 3 and 4b.
4.3.1 Positive parity bands
Bands 1 and 1a
The yrast band in 160Er, termed band 1, is well understood: it demonstrates
a backbend at ~ω ∼ 280 keV which corresponds to the (i13/2)2 alignment
(AB crossing) [54]. The non-yrast band 1a (band 3 in [56]) can be treated as
a continuation of the ground state configuration past the crossing with the
S-band. The increase in angular momentum has been previously discussed
as a four-quasineutron configuration [54].
Band 2
A rather weak set of transitions has been observed, resulting in this band
being proposed to exist. Gates on 906 keV and 474 keV transitions share a set
of small peaks at 537 keV and 618 keV (figure 4.20). The gates are proposed
to be the out-of-band transitions into the 14+ yrast band and 13+ state in the
odd-spin γ band respectively. Since transitions to the 12+ yrast state were
not observed, the proposed bandhead (at 3837 keV ) could be 14− or 15+. A
DCO analysis was performed and, while inconclusive, it did suggest that the
out-of-band transitions might include a quadrupole contribution: a tentative




























































Figure 4.20: Gates on the out-of-band transitions for band 2 of 160Er.
Bands 6, 7 and 8
The three bands whose bandheads are around 1 MeV are indicative of the
familiar structure of β- and γ-vibrational bands. The low-spin states are
in agreement with [55], although the alignment of these bands (see figure
4.19) does not have the approximately constant behaviour expected of these
single-phonon vibrational states.
The 0+ state, established as part of band 6, is indicative of the β-vibration
[3], but the alignment of this band increases sharply, exceeding the alignment
of the yrast band, even past the AB crossing. The band is extended past
spin 14+, and indeed it matches up reasonably smoothly at spin 16+ with
band 4 of [56]. The spectra indicative of this connection are shown in figure
4.21.
Bands 7 and 8 agree with the results of [55] at low spin, although the data
collected deviate from the proposed band structures. The even-spin in-band











are observed, but also in coincidence with a 486 keV transition (figure 4.22),
which modifies the band from spin 10+ upwards. This placement is reinforced
by the observation of the 1208 keV transition to the 8+ state in the ground
band, whereas there is no peak corresponding to a 1240 keV transition when
gating on the 8+ → 6+ ground state (464 keV) transition. The odd spin band
is extended by a 624 keV transition, disagreeing with the band continuation




























































































































Figure 4.21: Gates on consecutive in-band transitions in band 6 of 160Er,























































































Figure 4.22: Gates on consecutive in-band transitions in band 7 of 160Er.
Bands 11 and 12
A strongly coupled band had been reported (bands 11 and 12 in [56]) to be
weakly connected to the strongly coupled bands 9 and 10, although their
character could not be properly determined. In this work these bands are
observed, and the 488 keV and 577 keV transitions can be confirmed to
exist. However, the population of these states was very low, and additional
information regarding the spin or structure of this band cannot be determined











4.3.2 Negative parity bands
Among the observed negative parity structures, a total of seven bands have
been inferred from the collected data set. Five of these have been previously
observed [56], and two of these have been extended down in spin.
Bands 4 and 5
The odd- and even-spin vibrational (octupole) bands had previously been
seen down to spins 6− and 9− respectively. In this work two further tran-
sitions were seen below this, and there is some evidence for a third, taking
the observed in-band transitions down to spins 4− and 5− respectively. Due
to the low branching ratios, the only way of finding these weak transitions is
through the setting of gates on the high-energy E1 transitions to the ground




































































Figure 4.23: Gates on E1 transitions from the 6−, 9− and 7− octupole
states in 160Er respectively, showing the weak in-band E2 transitions. The











At high spin, band 5 takes on a distinctly quasiparticle-like character, and is
understood as and odd-spin two quasineutron band [54].
Band 3
As is seen in figure 4.19, the even spin octupole band (band 4) gets an
increase in alignment at ~ω ∼ 210 keV, which is generally indicative of a
band-crossing or interaction. If the low-spin octupole band mixes with a
two-quasiparticle band, the conjugate band ought to also be present in the
vicinity.
Considering high-energy transitions that feed into the the ground band, a new
structure was found (figure 4.24), with a very similar 10− energy to that of
band 4. Based on the energies and alignments, this could be the continuation
of the vibrational band past the crossing, although no transitions could be






























































Figure 4.24: Representative spectra substantiating the placement of band 3
in the level scheme of 160Er. The extra peaks in the 552 keV gate correspond











Bands 4a and 4b
In a parallel to 156Er, there appears to be an even-spin two-quasiparticle band
of lower energies than the octupole band past spin 8−. This band, labeled 4a
(band 1 in [56]) asymptotically approaches band 5, and is well understood
as an even-spin partner to the two-quasineutron band 5.
In addition, a band which behaves as an odd-spin partner to 4a has been
found (shown in figure 4.25). There are no transitions linking it to either the
octupole bands, or the even-spin states in 4a; yet, considering its alignment
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Figure 4.25: Representative spectra substantiating the placement of band











Bands 9 and 10
This strongly coupled set of bands has been reported in [56], and has been
interpreted as a two-quasiproton configuration. In this work the states were
populated, and no evidence was found of the bands continuing to lower spin,
suggesting that the 7−/8− states are bandhead states.
4.4 15866Dy
The last experiment was delayed due to problems with target manufactur-
ing, and upon rescheduling by the iThemba project advisory committee,
the running time was reduced to single weekend (56 hours) in December
2010. The experiment used the 156Gd(α,2n) reaction at 27 MeV, with a
thicker than expected (11 mg/cm2) target and nine Clover detectors. The
limited experimental time dictated that the detector dead-time needed to
minimized, therefore the experiment was run without a pulsed beam, from
which 1.05×109 γγ coincident events were unpacked from the collected data.
The use of an α beam resulted in a very clean reaction (the main contami-
nants came about through isotopic impurities in the target), at the cost of
reduced excitation energy: all populated states in 158Dy were within 4.3 MeV
of the ground state, and no states above spin 18 were inferred. The deduced
band structure is presented in figure 4.26, the energy-spin plots for the pos-
itive/negative parity bands in figure 4.27, and the alignments in figure 4.28
Due to the very clean reaction mechanism, most of the observed gamma-rays
can be attributed to the nucleus of interest. Aided by the relatively low
excitation energy of the rotational ground state band (2+ state at 99 keV),
most of the decays out of vibrational/quasiparticle bands had high energy
(∼ 1) MeV out-of-band transitions. By considering consecutive gates in
the ground band, the feeding point of most high-energy transitions could be




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.27: Energies, less a rotating rigid rotor reference, of the observed
bands in 158Dy. Open symbols used for even, filled for odd spin states. The
vibrational states are denoted by squares.
Figure 4.28: Aligned angular momenta of the observed bands in 158Dy. Open
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Figure 4.29: Spectra from 158Dy gated on the ground state transitions,
showing the observed high-energy transitions. The peaks are labelled only
on the spectra which correspond to the highest yrast in-band gates at which
coincidence is observed. These correspond to the level at which the yrast band
is fed, from spin 2+ on the 99 keV gate, down to the 12+ state for the 529 keV
gate. Peaks labeled with a + correspond to gamma-rays directly linking the











4.4.1 Positive parity bands
Band 1
The yrast band in 158Dy has been established [58] as undergoing the AB
crossing (S-band), with deviation from the ground state configuration start-
ing at the 14+ state. In this experiment the states were only populated high
enough to observe the band interactions, but not sufficiently as to observe
the continuation of the ground state configuration.
Bands 11, 12 and 13
The familiar pattern of three positive parity (vibrational) bands with band-
heads within 1 MeV from the ground state is again continued in this nucleus.
The very low-spin structures were taken from the accepted levels [20], al-
though the data disagree with the previously accepted results for the β and
γ bands: the levels for both even-spin bands have been changed from the
6+ states upwards. This is corroborated by the observation of the in-band
transitions between the new levels. Each of the three vibrational bands has
been extended up in spin from the previously deduced level schemes.
Bands 15 and 16
When gating on high-energy transitions out of the gamma bands (12 and 13),
several other high-energy transitions are found to be in coincidence. These
high-energy gamma-rays have associated low-energy transitions, characteris-
tic of new band structures. Some of these have been tentatively marked as
positive parity bands, based on DCO measurements between the out-of-band
transition pairs. The bands labeled 15 and 16 appear to form a strongly in-
teracting pair – if these bands are indeed of positive parity, this could be a
























































































Figure 4.30: Spectra showing the transitions associated with the even and
odd gamma bands in 158Dy. The spectra were created by considering the
sum of all the out-of-band transitions for the particular bands. Note the large
number of ‘contaminant’ peaks, which correspond to various bands de-exciting
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Figure 4.31: Spectra showing the decay out of the bandheads of bands 15
and 16. The 977 keV and 988 keV transitions show clear coincidences with











4.4.2 Negative parity bands
On the negative parity side, bands 2 to 6 have been reported before [57], and
have had their spins and parities confirmed [58].
Bands 2, 3, 4
Considering the aligned angular momenta (figure 4.28), at high rotational
frequency bands 2 and 3 have ∼ 6~ alignment, and from high-spin studies
[58] this quantity increases with ω. Above a frequency of ∼ 300 keV bands
2 and 3 are well understood as two-quasiparticle bands, corresponding to
the AF and AE structures, respectively [57]. This experiment has yielded
evidence to extend band 3 down from 11− to 5− (figure 4.33), wherein the
alignment (2~ < ix < 3~) suggests that the band takes on a vibrational
character. Additional transitions are also observed at low spin for bands 2
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Figure 4.32: Spectra showing the extensions of bands 2 (top) and 4 of 158Dy,
gated on the transitions out of the newly placed states. In band 2, the new
201 keV is clearly visible, as are the known 244 keV and 331 keV peaks. In
band 4, the new 244 keV transition is observed, as are the higher in-band
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Figure 4.33: Spectra showing the proposed low-spin structure of band 3
in 158Dy. The gates are on the out-of-band transitions from the 5−, 7−, 9−
and (known) 11− states. The 237 keV gamma is tentative, but the 314 keV,
383 keV and 434 keV transitions are clearly identified. The extra observed
peaks are in-band and linking transitions to band 4.
Bands 5, 6, 7 and 8
The strongly coupled pair of bands 5 and 6 bas been observed previously,
and has been interpreted as a coupling between the i13/2[642]5/2 and the
upwards sloping h11/2[505]11/2 neutron orbitals [57]. The decay out of this
band pair goes via the even octupole band, which in turn decays to the
ground band (and the odd gamma band). The M1 transitions, characteristic
of the strongly coupled band, are also reported in coincidence with a 153 keV











Decays out of this state have been observed to the 6+ and 5+ states in the
gamma vibrational band (bands 12,13 in level scheme) through 732 keV and
894 keV transitions (and a 187 keV transition to band 15) although the
gamma ray intensities are higher for the gamma-band coincidences than for
those in bands 5, 6. Together with the non-observation of these transitions
in the previous work, it is inferred that the 2208 keV state is a long-lived
isomer. As the data were collected without pulse-selection, no definitive
lifetime measurement could be inferred directly from the time spectra.
However, the intensity of the 732 keV transition when fitted to bands 5 and
6 is approximately 40% of the intensity when fitted to the gamma-rays in the
γ bands. Given that the experiment was run with a ∆t = 150 ns coincidence
window, the lifetime of the state can be estimated:
e
∆t
τ2208 ≈ 1− 0.4, ⇒ τ2208 ≈ −
∆t
ln(1− 0.4)
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Figure 4.34: Spectra showing the connection of the strongly coupled bands
to the isomeric 2208 keV state in 158Dy. The 153 keV gate shows bands 5 and
6, while the 162 keV gate shows bands 7 and 8.
Additionally, gates on the transitions out of the isomeric state have revealed











are shown in figure 4.34. The new bands (7 and 8) do, however, have a fairly
low alignment (2~ < ix < 4~) which is increasing with ω, suggesting that
they are not a quasiparticle configuration.
Bands 9 and 10
Based on the high energy transitions identified as feeding particular states
in the ground band, it has been possible to link some of the non-yrast states
with (weak) in-band transitions. In addition, for several states in band 9,
transitions have been observed to consecutive (∆I = 2) states in the yrast
band. A DCO analysis suggests that the out-of-band transitions are dipole
(I = 1) in character, forcing the spins to be odd. The decay to consecutive
states in the yrast band is not observed for the transitions from band 10, and
it has been assigned even spin. Weak connections between the two bands
have also been observed. The band alignments of these bands appear to
decrease with ω, however, which is inconsistent with both a quasiparticle
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Figure 4.36: Spectra showing transitions associated with band 10 of 158Dy.
Band 14
Finally, a set of reasonably high-energy transitions has been found to connect
to the 5+, 7+, 9+ transitions of the odd-spin gamma band, although the in-
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Figure 4.37: Spectra showing transitions associated with band 14 of 158Dy.
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The experimentally inferred bands for 156Er, 158Dy and 160Er have been de-
tailed in the previous chapter, and the discussion must now be centered about
the underlying nuclear structure responsible for the formation of those bands.
The bands are primarily rotational, with three main subclasses: Bands with
a different nuclear deformation, bands with a different quasiparticle configu-
ration, or bands with vibrational phonons.
As was discussed in chapter 2, a quasiparticle configuration in even-even nu-
clei will require the breaking of a nucleonic pair, and so a static (ω = 0)
excitation of twice the pairing gap (about 2 MeV). The favourable configu-
rations for observation are those that have high aligned angular momentum,
and therefore whose excitation energy comes down steeply with ω. This is
experimentally realized by the majority of the inferred quasiparticle bands
carrying an alignment of 7~ to 10~.
The vibrational bands on the other hand will carry only the aligned angular
momentum associated with the vibration. For octupole vibrations, theK = 0
band should carry 3~, while the K = 1 bands should carry 2~ of alignment.
The experimental alignment data (using equation (2.20)) have been displayed
in figures 4.11, 4.19 and 4.28. The negative parity bands that extend to states











is significantly below that of the low-lying quasiparticle bands, supporting
their interpretation as vibrational excitations.
However, in order for such an interpretation to be appropriate, relative
strengths of the excitations also need to be reproducible within the physical
framework, and this subject is yet to be addressed. While not as apparent
in 156Er, where only a single (7− → 5−) odd-spin transition has ever been
observed, in 160Er and 158Dy the observed intensity of the in-band transi-
tion is noticeably stronger in the even-spin bands. This suppression of the
in-band gammas in the odd-spin octupole bands was the original motivation
for the tetrahedral proposal, wherein the suppression is due to a reduction to
zero of the band’s quadrupole moment, and by extension, the B(E2). While
the explicit measurement of the B(E2) values for these octupole bands could
not be performed, we can extract information about the physics of the band
through the evaluation of various branching ratios, determining values for
B(E2)/B(E1).
5.1 Experimental branching ratios
The efficiency of the detectors is taken into account when evaluating the rel-
ative peak intensities, and so, by applying equation (2.29), the experimental
B(E2)/B(E1) values have been calculated. The results for 156Er, 158Dy and
160Er, shown in figures 5.1, 5.2, show very distinct staggering, with the rel-
ative quadrupole (in-band) strength between the even- and odd-spin states
being systematically stronger by an order of magnitude. The staggering and
magnitudes are consistent with the results found for other nuclei in the mass
region [13], including 160Yb, 154Gd and 156Gd, although the ratio is substan-
tially smaller in the N = 88 nucleus (156Er) that in those with N = 90 and
N = 92.
The difference may not be entirely unexpected, due to the slight differences
in character of the out-of-band transition in the two cases. The E1 gamma











even spin states, forced to decay to the even spin ground band, are of an
unstretched nature I → I. A similar effect has been observed in decays out
of two-quasiparticle bands [62], wherein it was noted that “This relation can
be understood by considering the fact that it is most efficient for a single-
particle state with strongly aligned spin to emit a photon in the direction of
the alignment.”
Figure 5.1: Ratio of reduced transition probabilities for the in-band E2 and
the out-of-band E1 transitions for the octupole vibrational states in 156Er.
The 9− → 7− ‘in-band’ transition is from the quasiparticle to the vibrational
band.
Figure 5.2: Ratio of reduced transition probabilities for the in-band E2 and
the out-of-band E1 transitions for the octupole vibrational states in the studied











The secondary, crucial, observation is that in both nuclei the presented ratio
remains fairly constant as one moves from low to medium spin states. There
is no evidence for any change in character in either band as a function of spin,
contradicting the hypothesis that these bands exhibit tetrahedral symmetry
only at low spin.
5.2 Systematic study
The three experiments discussed here have not been the first to probe the
structure of low lying negative parity bands in the region. Other people and
facilities have performed experiments to study the negative parity bands in
the rare earth nuclei in detail [63, 64, 65, 66, 67], allowing for a system-
atic study to be performed. The data for the octupole bands in 158Er is a
preliminary result from another experiment at iThemba LABS.
A large portion of the data collected for the testing of the tetrahedral hy-
pothesis has been in the Gd-Yb region around N = 90. Band’s excitation
energies, less rigid-rotor reference (A = 7.7 keV) are shown in 5.3. Based on
the ground band structure, the Harris parameters for each nucleus could be
fitted (table 5.1), and the Routhian (figure 5.4) and alignments (figure 5.5)
of the octupole candidate bands have calculated.
N = 88 N = 90 N = 92
Z = 70 (Yb) J0 = 4 ~2/MeV J0 = 10 ~2/MeV J0 = 18 ~2/MeV
J1 = 190 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 185 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 160 ~4/MeV3
Z = 68 (Er) J0 = 1.9 ~2/MeV J0 = 15 ~2/MeV J0 = 23 ~2/MeV
J1 = 250 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 210 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 175 ~4/MeV3
Z = 66 (Dy) J0 = 3 ~2/MeV J0 = 22 ~2/MeV J0 = 31 ~2/MeV
J1 = 375 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 240 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 140 ~4/MeV3
Z = 64 (Gd) J0 = 1.9 ~2/MeV J0 = 24 ~2/MeV J0 = 33 ~2/MeV
J1 = 430 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 245 ~4/MeV3 J1 = 190 ~4/MeV3











It can be easily observed that the neutron number is the dominant factor
in the gross structure of the bands, with all the N = 88 nuclei displaying a
transitional structure: the ground state bands do not follow the E ∼ I(I+1)
approximation which is representative of a good rotor.
Figure 5.3: The low-lying negative parity bands in the rare-earth region, for
N = 88, 90, 92, and Z = 64, 66, 68, 70. The ground band has been included
(open circles), and a constant rigid rotor reference frame has been subtracted.
Open symbols represent even spin, while closed symbols represent odd spin











The non-rotor structure of the N = 88 nuclei does slightly undermine the mo-
tivation of translating the bands into the intrinsic (rotating) frame. Nonethe-
less this can remain a meaningful interpretation, provided the extrapolation
to low ω is not necessary. For N = 90 and N = 92 nuclei, when known, the
odd and even spin octupole bands show a fairly consistent behaviour.
Figure 5.4: Routhian plots of octupole-like bands in the rare-earth region,
for N = 88, 90, 92, and Z = 64, 66, 68, 70. The ground band has been included
(open circles) for comparison. Open symbols represent even spin, while closed











The octupole bands in N = 90, 92 nuclei form an odd-even pair, with the
odd spin partner having lower excitation energy (and slow on the E-I plot).
The aligned angular momenta at low ω remain consistent with the K = 0,
K = 1 picture, with the even spin band carrying 2~, and the odd spin band
carrying 3~. This changes once the bands mix with the quasiparticle bands,
usually near ω ∼ 250 keV (in Gd the crossing occurs at a higher frequency).
Figure 5.5: Alignment plots of octupole-like bands in the rare-earth region,
for N = 88, 90, 92, and Z = 64, 66, 68, 70. The ground band has been included
(open circles) for comparison. Open symbols represent even spin, while closed











5.3 Signature in vibrational bands
In all even-even nuclei in the rare earth region, there is a difference in exci-
tation energy between the odd- and even-spin octupole bands, with the even
spin states systematically lying several hundred keV higher in energy. The
basic interpretation of this phenomenon is that the lowest observed odd-spin
band is the Kπ = 0− octupole band, whereas the even-spin band is one sig-
nature of the Kπ = 1− doublet. The repulsion between the odd-spin K = 1
and K = 0 bands would increase the energy spacing between them, pushing
the second odd-spin octupole band higher up in energy than the even-spin
octupole.
However, this rather simple explanation must be abandoned, as it makes
definitive predictions which disagree with the experimental evidence col-
lected.
• If the K = 0 band started lower in energy than the K = 1 band (whose
unperturbed position is represented by the even-spin band), the K = 0
band would be displaced by ∼ 250 keV from its unperturbed position,
implying that the K = 1 odd-spin octupole band must lie within that
energy range of the even-spin band.
• If the low B(E2)/B(E1) value for the (K = 0) odd-spin band is due to
the K dependence, the K = 1 odd-spin band should have (relatively)
strong in-band transitions.
The existence of a second odd-spin octupole band with strong in-band transi-
tions is not observed in any nuclei in the Gd-Yb region. The second octupole
structure has been seen in 152Sm [68, 69]. There is also strong evidence that
in other nuclei in the region, the K = 1 band is in fact the lowest octupole
structure [29, 70], although due to the interaction between various K states
the energy levels are often shifted, leading to K 6= 0 bands being staggered.
The interaction between states of different K can be extended to treating











interaction is limited to states of a like integer parity1, leading to a set of two
non-interacting structures – much like the formalism of signature defined for
quasiparticle states. The octupoles can be separated into odd-spin states,
corresponding to α = 1, and even-spin states, for α = 0.
5.4 RPA calculations
The RPA framework, described briefly in section 2.4, involves taking the
Hamiltonian of a rotating nucleus, with the addition of multipole-multipole
interaction terms to account for the residual interaction. The model allows for
the solution of energy eigenvalues (excitations of the rotating vacuum state),
with their associated interaction strength (E1). For general excitations all
terms that preserve the relevant parity (dipole and octupole) need to be
included in the calculations. Since the octupole terms are treated as having
good signature, the multipole operators involved need only be those of the
chosen signature.
Within the signature-dependant RPA code, the multipole operators used are
the (anti)symmetric combinations of the spherical harmonics Yl ±m, with
Q̂lms ≡ rl (Yl m + sYl −m) with s = ±1, m ≥ 1. (5.1)
For m = 0 there can be no anti-symmetric operator, thus
Q̂l0 ≡ rlYl0. (5.2)
Such a construction allows every transition operator to have a good signature
quantum number, satisfying
ŜzQ̂lms = (−1)l+ms ŜzQ̂lms. (5.3)
As such, for calculating positive signature excitations, only four interactions











needed to be included in (2.24): Q̂11+, Q̂31+, Q̂32−, and Q̂33+. whereas the six
terms Q̂10, Q̂11−, Q̂30, Q̂31−, Q̂32+, Q̂33− were used for calculating negative
signature states.
The dipole interactions strengths κ1m were all taken as equal, with a value
that showed agreement between the RPA calculations and the experimental
excitation energies of the giant dipole resonance. The octupole interaction
strengths were variable between nuclei, but kept constant once specified. The
exact values were chosen so as to, at some fixed frequency ω0, fit the lowest
RPA solution to the experimentally inferred value. While this did not specify
a unique set of κ3ms values, uniqueness was forced by taking all the octupole
interaction strength terms as constant for a given signature, termed κ+ and
κ− for positive (α = 0) and negative (α = 1) signature states respectively.
For performing the calculations, the Tilted Axis Cranking code is run ini-
tially, to evaluate the quasiparticle excitations of the h2qp Hamiltonian at a
given rotational frequency ω. The expected value of the vibrational excita-
tion (which is lowest excitation at low ω) is then used to fit the strength of the
effective octupole interactions. Once set, the TAC and RPA calculations are
performed over a set of frequencies from 10 keV to 250 keV. The RPA solu-
tions can be expressed as a set of doublets: (energy and B(E1)), for every ω.
A distribution of the quasiparticle components of the excitation can also be
extracted, but this is useful primarily for isolating pure quasiparticle states.
In order to extract ‘band’ structures, the RPA calculations need to performed
over a fairly dense set of frequencies and a band must be “traced” based on
continuity in energy and excitation strength. The vibrational excitations,
being collective, are expected to have significantly higher B(E1) strengths,
and this will be exploited when identifying the bands through crossings.
One downside to the RPA framework is its inability to distinguish states of
different parity. The parity of excited states is implicitly set to negative (via
E1 excitation), and the framework also introduces an interaction between the
TAC vacuum (yrast) states and the excitations [71]. As such, the first band-













The B(E2)/B(E1) data is more significant for the N = 92 nuclei (which are
also better rotors), so the RPA calculations for these nuclei will be discussed
first. The results of the calculations are shown below.
Figure 5.6: RPA energies and B(E1) strengths for 158Dy positive signature
states. Three low-lying bands are highlighted. Note the exchange of character
of the lowest two bands at ω ∼ 135 keV.
Figure 5.7: RPA energies and B(E1) strengths for 158Dy negative signature
states. Two low-lying bands are highlighted. Note the very strong mixing











The negative signature vibrational states are calculated as interacting more
strongly with the purer quasiparticle excitations than the positive signature
states, but the key observation is that the B(E1) strength shows an order of
magnitude difference, as predicted by Hamamoto and Sagawa [62].
By estimating the B(E2) value to be similar for octupole bands as for the
(quadrupole deformed) ground band, a value B(E2)/B(E1) can be computed,
for comparison with the experimentally inferred values, as shown below.
Figure 5.8: RPA calculations for the energies of the positive and negative
signature states in 158Dy, compared to the experimentally observed states.
Figure 5.9: RPA calculations for the B(E2)/B(E1) rates for the positive
and negative signature states in 158Dy, compared to values obtained from the












The same procedure can be applied to the other N = 92 nucleus (shown in
figures 5.10 and 5.11): the main differences in behaviour at low excitation
are due to a different quadrupole deformation, as the quasiproton excitations
remain relatively high in energy for ω < 250 keV.
Figure 5.10: RPA calculations for the energies of the positive and negative
signature states in 160Er, compared to the experimentally observed states.
Figure 5.11: RPA calculations for the B(E2)/B(E1) rates for the positive
and negative signature states in 160Er, compared to values obtained from the












The calculations for the N = 88 nucleus (below), are far less inspiring that
those for the N = 92 nuclei. While the experimental data still displays a
form of staggering, the RPA calculations suggest that the B(E1) strength
should be comparable in the positive and negative signature states.
Figure 5.12: RPA calculations for the energies of the positive and negative
signature states in 156Er, compared to the experimentally observed states.
Unlinked data points correspond to unobserved transitions in the expected
band structure.
Figure 5.13: RPA calculations for the B(E2)/B(E1) rates for the positive
and negative signature states in 156Er, compared to values obtained from the











5.4.4 Systematic RPA calculations
The calculations can also be performed for nuclei in the region, in order to ob-
serve systematic trends of the RPA calculations, compared to the systematic
experimental trends. Figure 5.14 below shows the experimentally calculated
B(E2)/B(E1) ratios, as a function of spin. Since the frequency ω is mono-
tonic up the band, and the RPA B(E1) rates are reasonably constant in ω, an
approximate comparison can be made with the intrinsic frame calculations;
the results of which are shown in figure 5.14 below.
Figure 5.14: The calculated branching ratios, where known, for vibrational
states in N = 88, 90, 92, and Z = 64, 66, 68, 70 nuclei (squares). The RPA-











The systematic calculations do not, however shown a particularly good agree-
ment with the experimentally known data points. The values ofB(E2)/B(E1)
and the staggering between the bands of different signature only show quan-
titative agreement with the data for N = 92 nuclei. A form of staggering is
regularly obtained for the N = 90 nuclei, although to only half the experi-
mentally inferred level, while for for N = 88 nuclei, the calculated staggering
is minimal, with the calculated values falling significantly below the experi-
mental data points.
When considering the absolute strengths of the octupole interactions, which
were obtained through fitting to the data, a certain consistency is observed
(shown in table 5.2). The strength for positive signature excitations is higher
than for the negative signature, which is to be expected as the low-lying
K = 0 mode has only a negative signature component. Additionally, the
individual strengths decrease as the mass number A increases; an effect that
is consistent with reproducing low-spin excitations in a body with a higher
number of participant nucleons (equivalent to the moment of inertia for ro-
tational bands).
N = 88 N = 90 N = 92
Z = 70 (Yb) κ+ = 2.091× 10−5 κ+ = 1.962× 10−5 κ+ = 1.913× 10−5
κ− = 2.007× 10−5 κ− = 1.879× 10−5 κ− = 1.853× 10−5
Z = 68 (Er) κ+ = 2.107× 10−5 κ+ = 2.037× 10−5 κ+ = 1.956× 10−5
κ− = 2.012× 10−5 κ− = 1.931× 10−5 κ− = 1.838× 10−5
Z = 66 (Dy) κ+ = 2.155× 10−5 κ+ = 2.122× 10−5 κ+ = 2.024× 10−5
κ− = 2.051× 10−5 κ− = 1.981× 10−5 κ− = 1.879× 10−5
Z = 64 (Gd) κ+ = 2.276× 10−5 κ+ = 2.190× 10−5 κ+ = 2.088× 10−5
κ− = 2.128× 10−5 κ− = 2.009× 10−5 κ− = 1.861× 10−5
Table 5.2: Octupole interactions strengths, as found when fitting the vibra-
tional RPA solutions to the experimental Routhians.
Finally, it is worth noting that the RPA calculations are virtually always
below the experimental data, giving no evidence of the B(E2) rate (and hence












The results of the RPA calculations show good agreement with the experi-
mental data collected for 158Dy and 160Er, but not for 156Er, and this can be
extended to nuclei of N = 92 and N = 88 respectively.
A particular difficulty with the interpretation of the calculations in 156Er is
the mixing between the, quite strongly populated, quasiparticle bands and
the vibrational states. This is experimentally observed, but the RPA model
is particularly susceptible to such a mixing given that it characterizes all the
states in term of signature (and implicitly, parity), and ignores any physical
characterizations which would affect the interaction strength between two
band structures.
Since the RPA also mixes the excitations with the vacuum state, above a
frequency of 200 keV the vibrational bands cannot be considered as pure
states within this framework. Unfortunately, for the N = 88 nuclei, which
display a transitional character, attempts to describe the system at lower
frequency are fundamentally crippled, as the rotational model cannot be ap-
plied. In such cases, the RPA framework is not the appropriate environment
for describing the vibrational excitations.
In the nuclei whose ground state configurations have excitations consistent
with a good rotor (which 158Dy and 160Er are, having E4+ > 3E2+), the
RPA model remains applicable, reasonably reproducing the experimentally
observed phenomena as single octupole phonon excitations of rotating nuclei.













The field of studying nuclear structure through gamma-ray spectroscopy has
been expanding recently with the development of arrays containing numerous
HPGe detectors, which has in turn pushed the gamma-ray spectroscopy into
the realm of high γ multiplicity reaction studies. These experiments allow the
study of states of higher spin and excitation energy than ever before, unveiling
exciting nuclear structures like super-deformed bands, band-termination and
triaxiality [50, 54, 56], all in the same region of the nuclear landscape.
It is important to push the limits of our nuclear understanding to ultra-high
spin states, but it is no less important to understand the structure of low-spin
states, when the Coriolis interaction remains small: the realm of vibrational
states. This work has focused on this family of excitations in even-even nuclei
in the (Z,N) ∼ (70, 90) region.




66Dy had been performed at the
AFRODITE spectrometer (described in chapter 4), and in every case the
in-band transitions within the negative parity vibrational bands have been
observed down to spins 4− and 5− respectively. The relative strengths of
these interactions show a staggering between the odd- and even-spin bands,
which extends relatively smoothly from low to medium spin states. This
behaviour indicates that a single structure underlies the entire band. This











[9, 10, 11] at low spin. The lack of observation of in-band transitions at
low-spin in the region can in fact be attributed to the competition between
the low-energy E2 in-band transitions, and the high-energy E1 transitions to
the ground state band.
To reconcile the experimental results with a theory, calculations have been
performed within the RPA framework, in order to model the behaviour of
a single vibrational phonon aligned with a nuclear rotation. The results
(described in chapter 5) offer qualitative agreement with the data, in that
the theory predicts an order of magnitude difference between the strengths
of the negative and positive signature collective excitations. These B(E1)
strengths correlate well with the experimentally observed ‘suppression’ of
the B(E2)/B(E1) branching ratios, which also show an order of magnitude
difference between the odd- and even-spin octupole band partners. The ap-
parent suppression of the in-band quadrupole transitions can be understood
in the model as a strengthening of the out-of-band dipole strength, if the
B(E2) rate is taken as consistent with that for a quadrupole deformation
as known for the ground state band. Or, stated in terms of the underlying
physics: in the RPA framework, the collective modes are constructed out of a
set of single-particle basis states, which have been known to display strongly
signature-dependent B(E1) strengths [62], and this signature dependence is
carried over to the vibrational modes.
Furthermore, a systematic study of the observed negative parity structures
in the rare-earth region has been performed (figures 5.3-5.5), and there is
a clear similarity between the bands observed for various N isotones. The
systematically self-consistent behaviour suggests that these negative parity
bands all share the same structure, and in several nuclei the octupole bands
have been inferred to have large quadrupole moments [13, 66], which strongly
disagrees with the tetrahedral hypothesis. The lack of distinctly differing
structures is evidence that there are likely no tetrahedral structures in the













In order to find the most suitable reaction to study a particular nucleus,
several calculations are necessary. At iThemba LABS, the programs RBR and
FUSION were used to decide on the ideal reactions.
A.1 Reaction
This program, written by Klaus Schiffer and Johan Nyberg (NBI), considers
fusion reactions with neutron, protons and α particles emitted, where limits
can be set on the numbers of emitted particles. The atomic masses are
read in from a file, and the missing masses are calculated using the Lysekil
liquid drop model, including shell corrections (based on a program ALICE
by F. Plasil and M. Blann). The Coulomb energy, lmax(classical), and the
fusion cross-section are calculated using formulae from an article by Pelte
and Schwalm (Heavy Ion Collisions, ed. BOCK, Vol 3, p. 239).
As the purpose of the experiments was to study low-lying states, the ideal
reactions would emit only a few particles, and it was decided to consider only
neutron evaporation reactions. The program was run with 2 ≤ Nn ≤ 4 and































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It ought to be noted that the program calculates all possible reactions based
on stable targets, and stable or semi-stable projectiles. At iThemba LABS
the radioactive beam project is only in the planning stages, so the unstable
projectiles were not considered. The truncated outputs for reactions to create
158Dy, 160Er and 162Yb are presented in tables A.1-A.3.
A.2 Fusion
In order for nuclear reactions to take place, it is necessary for the nuclei to be
sufficiently close to each other to allow their constituent nucleons to interact,
which requires overcoming the Coulomb barrier. Given a target of atomic
mass and proton number (A1, Z1), and a projectile beam (A2, Z2), the center


















where r0 ≈ 1.2 fm. In a fixed target experiment however, the compound
nucleus is going to recoil with a speed of approximately A2
A1+A2
v, so the energy
of the projectile must be appropriately increased. Using a non-relativistic










≈ A1 + A2
A1
ECM ,
where the second term can be neglected as the Coulomb energy between the
nuclei is orders of magnitude smaller than the mass of the compound nuclei.
For a target reaction, the program FUSION calculates the classical and quan-
tum parameters for a particular beam/target combination over a range of
beam energies. It performs the above calculation using empirically measured
data for the nuclear radii and masses (including the reduction due to the
binding energy), and in turn it creates a table of kinematic variables cor-











outputs the excitation energy of the compound nucleus, the maximal angu-
lar momentum and the total fusion cross section of the reaction, at every
specified beam energy. The subsequent decays of the compound nucleus are
then derived statistically.
A.3 P.A.C.E.
The results from the FUSION code are taken and fed into the program ZPACE,
which is the ORNL-adapted standard version (1980) of the Projection Angular-
momentum Coupled Evaporation Monte-Carlo code. The program takes a
sample of 10000 nuclei prepared in a state as calculated by the FUSION pro-
gram, and evaluates the decay of the compound nucleus, until the produced
nucleus decays into a state that is strong-interaction stable. The relative














The Random Phase Approximation itself is a rather complicated model, the
details of which have been left out of the main text. This treatment here is
a summary of the explanations and documentation [31, 72] I received from
Fritz Dönau, who wrote the programs for performing the calculations. Most
of the material in this chapter is not my own work.
B.1 RPA model for separable interactions
B.1.1 Implementation of the interaction









whereQ†λµ = (−1)µQλµ, and κλµ is the relevant multipole interaction strength.
































Using a set of spherical basis functions, one may define state |1〉 = |nljm〉 and
state |2〉 = |n′l′j′m′〉. The matrix elements 〈1|Qλµ|2〉 = 〈1|Qλµ|2〉∗ will be
then real. As the multipole operators Qλµ = fλ(r)Yλµ, for the symmetrized
operators
〈1|Qλµs|2〉 = s 〈2|Qλµ|1〉 =
1
2
(〈1|fλ(r)Yλµ|2〉+ s 〈2|fλ(r)Yλµ|1〉) . (B.4)
B.1.2 Quasiparticle operators













where the coefficients u, v are assumed to be real.










〈1|Qλµs|2〉 (u1iv2kα+i α+k + u2kv1iαiαk), (B.6)
where only the two quasiparticle and two quasihole terms are considered
relevant for the RPA. Using the symmetries, the expression can be rewritten





















k and b% = αkαi are introduced, where
the index % corresponds to the index pair of i < k. In accordance with the
Quasi Boson Approximation, these are treated as exact bosons, and satisfy
[b+% , b%′ ] = δ%,%′ .
For a full representation, isospin τ = π, ν must also be included, and for






















Finally, for convenience, define p = λµs, σ = ±1, to take into account
isoscalar (σ = 1) and isovector (σ = −1) modes of interaction. A modified
strength constant κ̃, can be defined as κ̃λµσ = κ
λ0























B.1.3 Derivation of the RPA equations






















%τ − S%τb%τ ), Ω̂− =
∑
%,τ
(R%τb%τ − S%τb+%τ ) (B.12)
satisfy [Ω̂, Ω̂+] = 1, assuming real amplitudes R and S. From the RPA











acting on the vacuum state gives zero, it can be obtained that
〈b%τ [H, Ω̂+]〉 = ER%τ = E%τR%τ −
∑
p,σ
〈b%τQσp〉sκ̃pσ[Qσp , Ω̂+], (B.13)
〈b%τ [H, Ω̂]〉 = ES%τ = −E%τS%τ −
∑
p,σ
〈b%τQσp〉sκ̃pσ[Qσp , Ω̂]. (B.14)
The expectation value 〈b%τQσp〉 = F̃ p%τ (δτπ +σδτν). Defining the constant nor-










F̃ p%τ (δτπ + σδτν)sD̃pσ
E%τ + E
. (B.16)























Defining the matrix A = A(pσ, p′σ′)(E) ≡ Xπpp′+σσ′Xνpp′ , the equation (B.18)
has solutions iff ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Apσ,p′σ′ − 1κpσ δpσ,p′σ′
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (B.19)
This is the dispersion relation, the zeros of which correspond to the RPA











B.1.4 Calculation of the strength constant
In order to solve for the RPA eigenvalues E, one can either perform a direct
diagonalization of the matrix form of the equations of motion, or solve the
dispersion relation (B.19). The eigenvalues are extremely sensitive to the
strength constants κpσ, so in order to obtain a fair starting point, it is worth
evaluating the interaction strength to reproduce an experimentally inferred
phonon excitation E, which can be obtained from the dispersion relation.
Expanding the first line (pσ) of the determinant, one gets
||A(E)|| − 1
κpσ




This allows a direct calculation of the strength constant, which is particularly
useful if the dimension of the matrix A is large, due to several multipole
interactions being included in the calculation.
B.2 Numerical calculations
The codes used for performing the calculations were written in Fortran90,
compiled for linux with the Intel ifort compiler. I have assisted with testing
and debugging of the programs, but sole author/owner of these programs is
Fritz Dönau. This section will describe the inputs and methods of calcula-
tions.
B.2.1 TAC3DZ
The Tilted Axis Cranking, in 3D, with Z-signature symmetry is the prelimi-
nary code that calculates the single particle energies of a system subject to












For every nucleus, the single particle energies need to be calculated separately
for protons and neutrons. The code can perform calculations for a single
parameter set (when performing calculations for the RPA), or over a range of
parameter values (when trying to find deformation minima, or investigating
ground state configurations and band crossings). As such, the code takes a
large number of inputs [31]:
IVOL, IDIA, NPOUT, ICYOUT, NPART
A, IP, NL, NU, ICY, IW0, INTPR, NPP, IWW, ELIMDO, ELIMUP




The first line consists of various parameters: how to consider volume conser-
vation, how to control configurations (diabatically or adiabatically), number
of points in outer parameter loop, index of parameter for outer loop, and the
total particle number of the nucleus.
The second line contains: the mass A, the Nilsson model to use, the lower
and upper harmonic oscillator shell to be used, the variable of the inner
parameter loop, a flag for whether the Fermi energy λ needs to be calculated
or specified, the number of quasiparticle levels above/below zero to output to
the log files, the number of points in the inner loop, format of wavefunction
outputs, and the lower and upper limits of the energy range for outputs of
quasiparticle energies.
The third line gives the nuclear properties: deformation parameters ε2, ε4,
γ, pairing gap ∆, λ, rotational frequency ω, and orientation angles θ and φ.
Finally, VAR is the upper value for the varied parameter in the inner loop
(related to ICY). The configuration is a set of numbers that specify the occu-
pation of the yrast state, compared to the system at ω = 0 – this needs to be
carefully inferred from log files and spaghetti plots. The E0 and Gpair terms,












The TAC code produces outputs of the quasiparticle energy eigenvalues in
terms of the spherical basis. When run with parameter loops it also outputs
the spaghetti plot information, total energies, and (relevant to the RPA), the
wavefunctions of every quasiparticle configuration in the spherical basis.
B.2.2 RPASEPZ
The main program used is the Random Phase Approximation for SEParable
interactions with Z-signature symmetry.
Inputs
NI
I(1), I(2), ..., I(NI)
Itrans, Ltrans, Mtrans, IPAR, THETA, ICASE
IFSTRETCH, IFIT, EFIT
κ(1), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4)
...







The first line specifies the number of multipole interactions to be used, and
the indices specifying the interactions are then listed on the second line. The
third line specifies the I, L and M of the transition operator used, the parity
of the states (for the calculations performed here, this was L = 1, π = −), the












On the fourth line, the IFSTRETCH parameter is a flag referring to which set
of basis states should be used, IFIT is a flag as to whether the interaction
strength needs to be fitted or not, and if it does, the lowest energy solution
will be chosen to match EFIT.
The following NI lines contain the interaction strengths κi for the interactions,
together with the f multipliers for various forms: f1 for isoscalar, f2 for
isovector, f3 for only protons and f4 for only neutrons. Based on some
calculations [72], it was felt that the lowest vibrational terms will be a result
of the isoscalar form, so f1 was set to 1, and f2 = f3 = f4 = 0.
The following lines refer to the strength function calculations. E1, E2 and
ESTEP are the lower and upper energies of the output (with specified step).
EPOL gives the relative polarization strengths for protons/neutrons – this has
no effect on the RPA calculations, as long as Epol(p) − Epol(n) = 1. The Z
and N are the numbers of protons and neutrons in the nucleus. DELTA refers
to the Lorentzian width of the strength function, and RSMIN specifies the
threshold strength before a solution is claimed.
For manually searching through energy intervals to find solutions, the ISEARCH
flag can be used, and SIG specifies the signature of the solutions. Finally,
WFCname specifies the filename of the TAC output wavefunctions, which are
also taken as input, and NUwfc is the number of wavefunctions in the specified
file.
Outputs
The primary output of the program is the list of RPA eigenenergies, and their
relative B(E1) strength. There is also a log file that specifies the quasiparticle
decomposition of every such state, which can be used for identifying pure two
quasiparticle bands, simple band mixing, as well as vibrational states, which












Based on the experimental Routhians, a low-ω value was chosen where the
octupole band was observed. This was chosen as the RPA solutions are more
representative before the interaction of the vibrational and yrast states be-
comes significant. The fits were performed, giving values for the octupole
interaction strengths κ+ and κ−. These strengths were then taken as con-
stant, and were used for all further experiments.
The deformations and pairing gaps for the nuclei of interest were taken from
the tables of Möller, Nix. The range of angular frequencies was chosen from
0 to 0.3 MeV, although it was found that after the first band-crossings the
results became slightly erratic. The calculations were performed in steps of
∆ω = 0.01 MeV, changing the TAC configuration as necessary. For every ω,
the outputs of the TAC were used as inputs to the RPA code, and the log of
all energies and B(E1) strengths was recorded.
Regarding the identification of bands as ‘vibrational’, a check needs to be
performed that the quasiparticle contributions for that particular energy
eigenvalue are indeed scattered. A quicker way is to consider the states
with the strongest excitation (being collective, the B(E1) rates are expected
to be higher), and the continuity of solution can be applied as the ‘tracing’
of figures 5.6, 5.7.
N = 88 N = 90 N = 92
Z = 70 (Yb) ε2 = 0.150 ε2 = 0.192 ε2 = 0.208
ε4 = −0.020 ε4 = 0.000 ε4 = 0.000
Z = 68 (Er) ε2 = 0.175 ε2 = 0.200 ε2 = 0.233
ε4 = −0.013 ε4 = −0.013 ε4 = −0.013
Z = 66 (Dy) ε2 = 0.192 ε2 = 0.217 ε2 = 0.242
ε4 = −0.020 ε4 = −0.020 ε4 = −0.027
Z = 64 (Gd) ε2 = 0.192 ε2 = 0.225 ε2 = 0.250
ε4 = −0.027 ε4 = −0.040 ε4 = −0.047
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